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ON-SITE AND OFF-SITE BOUND STATES OF THE DISCRETE NONLINEAR
SCHRO¨DINGER EQUATION AND THE PEIERLS-NABARRO BARRIER
M. JENKINSON AND M.I. WEINSTEIN
Abstract. We construct multiple families of solitary standing waves of the discrete cubically nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
(DNLS) in dimensions d “ 1, 2 and 3. These states are obtained via a bifurcation analysis about the continuum (NLS) limit.
One family consists on-site symmetric (vertex-centered) states; these are spatially localized solitary standing waves which are
symmetric about any fixed lattice site. The other spatially localized states are off-site symmetric. Depending on the spatial
dimension, these may be bond-centered, cell-centered, or face-centered. Finally, we show that the energy difference among
distinct states of the same frequency is exponentially small with respect to a natural parameter. This provides a rigorous bound
for the so-called Peierls-Nabarro energy barrier.
Key words. Discrete nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation, solitary standing waves, bifurcation from continuous spectrum,
Peierls-Nabarro energy barrier, intrinsic localized modes
1. Introduction. In this paper we study the solitary standing waves of the discrete cubically nonlinear
Schro¨dinger (DNLS) equation in dimensions d “ 1, 2 and 3. We construct, by bifurcation methods, families
of on-site (vertex-centered) symmetric and off-site (bond-, face-, and cell- centered) symmetric spatially
localized discrete standing wave solutions.
We begin with a brief discussion of the continuum nonlinear Schro¨dinger (NLS) equation:
iBtupx, tq “ ´∆xupx, tq ´ |upx, tq|2upx, tq, x P Rd, t P R . (1.1)
NLS has, for any frequency ω ă 0, a standing wave solution:
uωpx, tq “ e´iωtψ|ω|pxq, (1.2)
where ψ|ω|pxq is the unique solution to the nonlinear elliptic problem
´∆xψ|ω| ´
ˇˇ
ψ|ω|
ˇˇ2
ψ|ω| “ ω ψ|ω|, u P H1pRdq (1.3)
which is real-valued, positive, radial symmetric and decreasing to zero at spatial infinity [8, 29, 42, 43, 45,
46]; see also Proposition 2.2. We refer to this solution as the ground state of NLS. Note that ψ|ω|pxq “a|ω| ψ1 ´a|ω|x¯. Since NLS is Galilean invariant, these solutions can be “boosted” to generate solitary
traveling waves. For any velocity, v, and frequency ω,
eiv¨px´vtq uωpx´ 2vt, tq “ e´iωteiv¨px´vtq ψ|ω|px´ 2vtq , (1.4)
is a solution to NLS.
We now formulate DNLS on the lattice hZd, where h ą 0 is the lattice spacing parameter. Define
u “ tununPZd , t P R, and introduce the difference operator, δj :
pδjuqn “ un`epjq ´ un , (1.5)
where epjq is the unit vector in the jth coordinate direction. The the d-dimensional discrete (centered-
difference) Laplacian, δ2 “ řdj“1 δ2j , is given by:`
δ2u
˘
n
“
ÿ
|j´n|“1
uj ´ 2d un. (1.6)
The summation is over lattice points in Zd which are a unit distance from the point n P Zd. The discrete
NLS equation (DNLS) is the system:
iBtun “ ´h´2pδ2uqn ´ |un|2un , n P Zd. (1.7)
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DNLS is a Hamiltonian system, expressible in the form
iBtu “ δHru, us
δu
, where (1.8)
HDNLS “ Hru, us “ 1
h2
dÿ
j“1
ÿ
nPZd
|pδjuqn|2 ´ 1
2
|un|4 . (1.9)
The initial value problem
iBtunptq “ ´h´2pδ2uqnptq ´ |unptq|2unptq , n P Zd, t ě 0
unp0q “ fn P l2pZdq, (1.10)
is globally well-posed, in the sense that for each f “ tfnunPZd P l2pZdq there exists a unique global solution
uptq “ tunptqunPZd P C1pr0,8q, l2pZdqq to (1.10). This result follows from a standard contraction mapping
argument applied to the equivalent integral equation formulation of the initial value problem; see, for example,
[28]. Their proof is formulated in one dimension but applies in arbitrary dimension, since }f}l8pZdq À
}f}l2pZdq.
Furthermore, the functionals HDNLSru, us and
NDNLS “ N ru, us “
ÿ
nPZd
|un|2 (1.11)
are conserved quantities (time - invariant) for solutions of DNLS.
Discrete nonlinear dispersive systems such as DNLS arise in the context of nonlinear optics, e.g. [2, 3,
14, 15, 32], dynamics of biological molecules, e.g. [12, 13], and condensed matter physics. For example, they
arise in the study of intrinsic localized modes in anharmonic crystal lattices, e.g. [5, 44]. See also [39, 20, 25].
In these fields, discrete systems arise either as phenomenological models or as tight-binding approximations;
see also [30, 36]. There is also a natural interest in such systems as discrete numerical approximations of
continuum equations.
In analogy with NLS (1.7), DNLS is known to have discrete solitary standing waves [13, 27, 50]
unptq “ e´iωtgn, n P Zd where ω ă 0 . (1.12)
Here, g satisfies the discrete elliptic problem, an infinite system of algebraic equations:
´h´2pδ2gqn ´ |gn|2gn “ ω gn }g}2l2pZdq “
ÿ
nPZd
|gn|2 ă 8. (1.13)
The goal of this paper is to present a detailed study of on-site symmetric (vertex-centered) and off-site
symmetric (bond-centered, face-centered or cell-centered) discrete solitary standing waves in dimensions 1, 2
and 3. We are motivated by the general question of the effects of discretness and, in particular, the following
Question: Are there discrete solitary traveling waves of DNLS?
This question has been studied at least since pioneering article of Peyrard and Kruskal [37] for the
propagation of discrete kinks for discrete φ4 model. Numerical evidence strongly supports the claim that
there are no discrete traveling waves of DNLS. Figure 3.1 displays several simulations which shed light. For
a range of values of h, we solve the initial value problem for DNLS (1.7) in spatial dimension d “ 1 with
initial condition
unp0q “ eiv¨xn ψ|ω|pxnq, xn “ nh, n P Z , (1.14)
obtained by evaluating eivxψ|ω|pxq at the lattice sites xn “ nh, n P Z. For the continuum limit, the solution
is given by (1.4). Plotted in figure 3.1 is the location of the argmaxnPZ|unptq| versus t for the parameter
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choices v “ 0.1 and ω “ 1. The continuum limit (h “ 0) corresponds to the dashed straight line of slope
2v “ 0.2, the (group) speed of the solitary wave envelope ψ|ω| in (1.4). For a range of t ě 0, the other curves
start out linearly but then level off and approach a constant value xn “ xn‹phq. An examination of the time-
evolving solution profiles shows a rightward moving localized structure, which continuously radiates small
amplitude dispersive waves (“phonons,” or lattice vibrational modes), slows down and eventually relaxes to
a discrete solitary wave, which is “pinned” to a lattice site.
The phenomenology developed in the physics literature to explain this phenomenon is as follows. The
discrete dynamical system, DNLS, supports solitary standing waves which are centered “on-site” and “off-
site”. Note, for the continuum (translation invariant NLS, (1.1) ) limit, that the values of time-invariant
quantities
HNLSrus “
ˆ
Rd
|∇u|2 ´ 1
2
|u|4 dx, NNLSrus “
ˆ
Rd
|u|2 dx
for u “ uωpx ` x0, tq are independent of x0. For DNLS, in contrast, the on-site waves are of lower energy
and are therefore stable. An amount of energy equal to this energy difference, the Peierls-Nabarro (PN)
barrier, must be expended to move a discrete soliton from one lattice site to an adjacent one. This energy is
dissipated through the radiation of small amplitude dispersive waves (phonons) to infinity. Since a quantum
of energy is lost at each transition, the translating localized wave structure eventually no longer exceeds
the PN barrier and converges asymptotically to a discrete on-site (stable) solitary wave. A mathematically
rigorous study of these phenomena is an open problem.
Figure 1.1. Position
of peak magnitude for trav-
eling pulses of DNLS ini-
tial value problem in spa-
tial dimension d “ 1, with
h “ .54, .58, .61, .6295, .64
and .66 and initial condi-
tion (1.14) for v “ 0.1 and
ω “ 1.
Remark 1.1. Another class of discrete nonlinear systems which exhibits similar phenomena are lattice-
nonlinear Klein-Gordon models, e.g. the discrete sine-Gordon equation and the discrete φ4 equation [37, 26].
A study of the latter stages of asymptotic relaxation to a stable on-site kink, via radiative (non-dissipative)
decay phenomena is pursued in [26]. The mechanism is resonant coupling of discrete and continuum modes
and resulting radiation damping, studied in the setting of continuum nonlinear wave equations in, for example,
[49, 40, 9, 41].
Remark 1.2. We note that there are discrete systems which have translating, non-deforming solitary
traveling waves: (a) The Ablowitz-Ladik (AL) lattice, a discrete integrable system resulting from a special
discretization of the one-dimensional NLS [1] (see also discussion in section 1.2), (b) FPU lattices in the
supersonic regime [18, 17, 35, 21] and (c) the nonlinear Klein-Gordon lattice [6] in the supersonic regime.
The goal of this work is to obtain a precise understanding of the on-site symmetric and off-site symmetric
discrete solitary standing waves. For simplicity, we first describe our results for d “ 1. Two and three
dimensional lattices are discussed later in this section and in greater detail in section 8.
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Definition 1.1 (On-site symmetric and off-site symmetric states in one spatial dimension).
Let g “ tgnunPZ.
1. A solution to equation (1.13) is referred to as on-site symmetric if for all n P Z, it satisfies
gn “ g´n. (1.15)
In this case, g is symmetric about n “ 0.
2. A solution to equation (1.13) is referred to as off-site symmetric or bond-centered symmetric if for
all n P Z, it satisfies
gn “ g´n`1. (1.16)
In this case, g is symmetric about the point halfway between n “ 0 and n “ 1.
Figure 1.2. On-site
symmetric (left) and off-site
symmetric or bond-centered
(right) standing wave solu-
tions of discrete NLS for
d “ 1. Discrete solitary
waves profiles are defined by
the values at discrete points,
nh (here h “ 0.6 and ω “
1). Plotted are linearly in-
terpolated profiles.
We seek spatially localized on-site and off-site solutions of (1.13) in two related distinguished limits,
expressed in terms of the frequency ω and lattice spacing h:
(L1) Continuum limit; frequency ω ă 0 fixed and lattice (grid) spacing hÑ 0. This is a limit of interest
in numerical computations. Solutions are expected to approach those of continuum NLS.
(L2) Homogenized long wave limit; fixed lattice spacing h and ω Ñ 0. Here, there is large scale separation
between the width of the discrete standing wave and the lattice spacing. Solutions are expected to
approach a (homogenized or averaged) continuum NLS equation.
The two limits (L1) and (L2) may be studied together through the introduction of a single parameter.
Introduce
ω “ ´2 ‰ 0, gn “ h´1Gn, α ”  h . (1.17)
Then, G “ tGnunPZd satisfies the nonlinear eigenvalue problem
´α2Gn “ ´pδ2Gqn ´ |Gn|2Gn , G P l2pZdq . (1.18)
Thus, the limits (L1) and (L2) are reduced to the study of DNLS for lattice spacing h “ 1 and αÑ 0.
Nonlinear bound states arise as bifurcations of non-trivial localized states from the zero state at fre-
quency α2 “ 0, the endpoint of the continuous spectrum; see Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3. Bifurcation of on-
site (solid line) and off-site (dashed
line) solutions of (1.18) from the con-
tinuous spectrum with l2pZq norm as a
function of Ω “ ´α2. The thick dark
line marks the finite band of contin-
uous spectrum, the interval r0, 4s, of
the discrete Laplacian, ´δ2.
The main results of this paper concern the localized solutions of (1.18) for α2 small:
1. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, Bifurcation of onsite and off-site states of DNLS : In dimensions
d “ 1, 2 or 3, there exist families of on-site (vertex-centered) symmetric and off-site (bond- , face-
and cell- centered) symmetric solitary standing waves of (1.18), which bifurcate from the continuum
limit (α Ó 0) ground state solitary wave of NLS. See figure 1.2.
2. Theorem 3.3, Exponential smallness of the Peierls-Nabarro barrier: Fix s P p0, 1q and
arbitrarily close to zero. Then, there exist positive constants α0 and C ą 0 such that for all
0 ă α ă α0, we have: ˇˇˇ
N rGα,ons ´N “Gα,off‰ ˇˇˇ À α2´d e´C{α,ˇˇˇ
H rGα,ons ´H “Gα,off‰ ˇˇˇ À α2´d e´C{α ; (1.19)
see figure 1.3. Here,
N rGs ” N “G,G‰ “ ÿ
nPZd
|Gn|2, (1.20)
and
HrGs ” H “G,G‰ “ dÿ
j“1
ÿ
nPZd
|Gn`epjq ´Gn|2 ´ 12 |Gn|
4 (1.21)
are the corresponding square l2pZdq norm (Power) and Hamiltonian of (1.18) (for effective lattice
spacing h “ 1). The quantities
N rGα,ons ´N “Gα,off‰ and H rGα,ons ´H “Gα,off‰ (1.22)
are related to the PN barrier; see the earlier discussion. Theorem 3.3 applies for d “ 1, 2, 3 where
Gα,on corresponds to a vertex-centered state and Gα,off corresponds to a bond-, face-, or cell-centered
state.
Remark 1.3. Plotted in Figure 1.3 are the bifurcating curves of on- and off-site states for the one-
dimensional DNLS equation showing the lower value of N for the on-site state. Physical heuristics and these
numerical simulations suggest that the on-site state is the least energy (“ground”) state:
Conjecture 2: Let d “ 1, 2 or 3. There exist constants α0, C ą 0 such that for all 0 ă α ă α0 ,
0 ă N rGα,off s ´N rGα,ons À α2´d e´C{α, 0 ă HrGα,ons ´HrGα,off s À α2´d e´C{α. (1.23)
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1.1. Strategy of proofs of Theorem 3.1 - Theorem 3.3. We outline the strategy for dimension
d “ 1. As noted above in (L1) and (L2), the limit αÑ 0 in (3.1) is related to the continuum NLS limit. In
order to compare the spatially discrete and spatially continuous problems, it is natural to work, respectively,
with the discrete and continuous Fourier transforms. These are both functions of a continuum variable
(momentum, respectively, quasi-momentum).
Let pgpqq “ FDrgspqq denote the discrete Fourier transform on Z of the sequence g “ tgnunPZ and
let rfpqq “ Fcrf spqq denote the continuous Fourier transform on Rd of f : Rd Ñ C; see section 1.4 for
definitions and Appendix A for a discussion of key properties. The following proposition characterizes on-
site symmetric and off-site symmetric states on Z in terms of the form of their discrete Fourier transforms.
The higher dimensional analogue (d ě 1) is stated in Proposition 8.2. The proof is given in appendix D.
Proposition 1.2.
(a) Let G “ tGnunPZ P l2pZq be real and on-site symmetric in the sense of Definition 1.1. Then,pGpqq “ F
D
rGs, the discrete Fourier transform of G, is real-valued and symmetric. Conversely, ifpGpqq is real and symmetric, then F´1
D
r pGs, its inverse discrete Fourier transform, is real and on-site
symmetric.
(b) If G “ tGnunPZ P l2pZq is real and off-site symmetric in the sense of Definition 1.1, thenpGpqq “ e´iq{2 pKpqq, (1.24)
where pKpqq is real and symmetric. Conversely, if pGpqq “ e´iq{2 pKpqq, where pKpqq is real and
symmetric, then F´1
D
r pG s is real and off-site symmetric.
To prove our main results, we first rewrite the equation for a DNLS standing wave profile (onsite or
offsite) g “ gσ,α P l2pZq, (1.18), in discrete Fourier space for Gpqq “ e´iσq pKpqq, where K “ pKσ,α satisfies
Kpq ` 2piq “ pKpqq. Here, σ “ 0 corresponds to the on-site case and σ “ 1{2 to the off-site case. Note thatpKpqq is determined by its restriction, pφpqq, to the fundamental cell q P B “ r´pi, pis (Brillouin zone); we
occassionally suppress the dependence on α or σ for notational convenience.
Define the rescaled quasimomentum: Q “ q{α. We obtain the following equation for pΦpQq “ pφpq{αq,
defined for Q P Bα “ r´pi{α, pi{αs, the rescaled (stretched) Brillouin zone:
Dσ,αrpΦs ” r1`MαpQqs pΦpQq ´ χBα pQq
4pi2
´ pΦ ˚ pΦ ˚ pΦ ¯ pQq `Rσ1 rpΦspQq “ 0, (1.25)
Here, χBα pQq is characteristic function of Bα, MαpQq is the scaled Fourier symbol of the discrete Laplacian:
MαpQq ” 1
α2
MpQαq “ 4
α2
sin2
ˆ
Qα
2
˙
(1.26)
and
Rσ1 rpΦspQq “ ´χBα pQq4pi2 ÿ
m“˘1
e2mpiiσ
´ pΦ ˚ pΦ ˚ pΦ ¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq. (1.27)
It is important to note that the nonlinear operator, pΦ ÞÑ Dσ,αrpΦs, depends on σ, which designates the case
of on-site or off-site states, only through the “˘1 side-band” term Rσ1 .
Reasoning formally, we see that (1.25) converges to:
p1` |Q|2q rψ1pQq ´ 1
4pi2
´Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1¯ pQq “ 0, (1.28)
the equation for the Fourier transform on R of the continuum solitary wave, ψ1pxq. In observing this we have
used: (a) MαpQq Ñ |Q|2, for bounded Q, as α Ñ 0, (b) Bα Ñ R as α Ñ 0, and (c) χBα pQqRσ1 rpΦspQq Ñ 0
as αÑ 0 for pΦpQq localized; see Lemma E.1. Therefore, at leading order in α the behavior of pΦσ,α appears
to be rψ1pQq.
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In fact, we show in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 that for any non-negative integer J , there solutions of (3.1),pΦ “ zΦα,σpQq for σ “ 0 (on-site), and σ “ 1{2 (offsite), of the form:
zΦα,σpQq “ e´iαQσ ”Ăψ1 pQq ` α2 F1rĂψ1s pQq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` α2J FJ rĂψ1s pQq `zEα,σJ pQqı , (1.29)
The mappings Ăψ1 ÞÑ FjrĂψ1s, j ě 1, are nonlocal nonlocal mappings defined below. For any J ě 1, the sum:Ăψ1 pQq ` α2 F1rĂψ1s pQq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` α2J FJ rĂψ1s is independent of σ and }zEα,σJ }L2p´pi{α,pi{αq is of order α2J`1 as
α Ó 0 . Hence, up to the phase factor related to the centering of the wave relative to the spatial lattice, the
difference between on-site and off-site states is beyond all polynomial orders in α for α Ó 0.
From the previous discussion, the on-site and off-site discrete standing solitary standing waves, Gα,on
and Gα,off can be constructed from (1.29), by rescaling Q “ q{α and inverting the discrete Fourier transform,
Theorem 3.3, which bounds the differences N rGα,ons ´N rGα,off s and HrGα,ons ´HrGα,off s, related to
the Peireles-Nabbaro barrier, are exponentially small, is derived using the continuity of N r¨s and Hr¨s, and
the Plancherel identity as follows:ˇˇˇˇ
N rGα,off s ´N rGα,ons
ˇˇˇˇ2
À α
ˆ
R
p1` |Q|2q | {Φα,1{2pQq ´zΦα,0pQq |2 dQ (1.30)
Proposition 7.2 bounds zΦdiffpQq ” {Φα,1{2pQq ´zΦα,0pQq, whose equation may be derived from the difference
of the equations: Dα,σrzΦα,σsQq “ 0, σ “ 0, 1{2; see (1.25). The norm of zΦdiff is shown to be controlled by
that of the ˘1 side-band terms, Rσ1 . The latter is shown to be exponentially small, using the exponential
decay, uniformly in α small, of zΦα,σpQq, σ “ 0, 1{2; see Appendix C . We obtain:
ˆ
R
p1` |Q|2q | {Φα,1{2pQq ´zΦα,0pQq |2 dQ À e´C{α. (1.31)
Finally we remark that the relation of (1.25) to the continuum limit NLS equation (1.28) was based on
formal convergence argument, as α Ó 0, for fixed scaled quasimomentum, Q P r´pi{α, pi{αs. To make the
arguments rigorous we use a Lypapunov-Schmidt reduction strategy. We first solve the quasi-momentum
components of zEα,σJ pQq for αr´1 ď |Q| ď pi{α, p0 ă r ă 1q (high frequency components of zEα,σJ ) in terms of
those for 0 ď |Q| ď αr´1 (low frequency components of zEα,σJ ). The solutions of the low-frequency equation
can be studied perturbatively about the continuum NLS limit using the implicit function theorem.
1.2. Previous work on solitary standing waves of DNLS and relation to the present work.
Campbell and Kivshar [10] provided an early formal calculation of the energy difference between off-site
and on-site discrete solitary waves (PN barrier) in a small perturbation of the Ablowitz-Ladik (AL-DNLS)
system. AL-DNLS, a completely integrable Hamiltonian system, is the particular discretization of 1D NLS
in which |unptq|2 is replaced by 12 p|un´1ptq|2 ` |un`1ptq|2q in (1.7). AL-DNLS has localized discrete breather
solutions which can be centered about any point in the continuum, R. The results in [10] suggest that the
off-site state of DNLS has larger Hamiltonian energy than the on-site state for fixed l2 norm, an effective
PN barrier which is exponentially small in the perturbative parameter. Also in the perturbed AL-DNLS
setting, Kapitula and Kevrekidis [24] perform linear spectral analysis about on- and off-site states and reach
conclusions consistent with those in [10].
Weinstein [50] studied, by variational methods, the existence of discrete solitary standing waves of DNLS
in Zd, with general homogeneous polynomial nonlinearity; see also [46, 31]. Here, such waves are realized
as minimizers (nonlinear ground states) of the Hamiltonian, HDNLS, subject to fixed l2 norm. Such ground
states, when they exist, are nonlinearly orbitally stable. Particular attention is given to conditions on the
nonlinearity and spatial dimension for which there is an excitation threshold, a positive l2 threshold below
which there does not exist any bound state [31, 50]. This variational method of construction does not give
information on whether nonlinear ground states are on-site or off-site.
Variational methods can also be used to construct on-site and off-site solitary standing waves solutions
of (1.18) by appropriately constraining the function classes in which critical points are sought. Bambusi and
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Penati [4] construct on-site and off-site solitary standing wave solutions near the continuum limit (0 ă α2 ! 1)
of the one-dimensional DNLS by combining a finite element approach with the above variational formulation.
Herrmann [22] constructs on-site and off-site solitary standing waves for any α2 ą 0 as the infinite period
limit of variationally obtained periodic standing waves; see also [34]. Chong, Pelinovsky, and Schneider
[11] construct, in an asymptotic limit, on-site and off-site states which lie near formal collective coordinate
(variational) approximations.
From the perspective of the general dynamics of DNLS (1.7), our results complement earlier work and
extend it to higher dimensions. Our bifurcation results provide a step in the direction of a better dynamical
understanding in that the construction can be used, for α2 ą 0 and small, in a perturbative spectral analysis
of the linearized dynamics separately about on-site and off-site states of general DNLS-type equations in
dimensions d “ 1, 2, 3. A challenging aspect of this path is that the energy difference between on- and off-site
states (PN barrier), and other properties, is exponentially small in α; see Figure 1.3.
1.3. Outline of the paper.
In Section 1.4, we first provide a summary of basic facts about the discrete Fourier transform and some of
its properties, and also provide a list of notations and conventions used throughout the paper.
In Section 2, we summarize the properties of the continuum NLS solitary standing wave which we will use
in the following sections.
In Section 3, we state our result on the bifurcation of onsite and offsite solitary waves for spatial dimension
d “ 1 (Theorem 3.1; see figure 1.2), and general dimension d “ 1, 2, 3 (Theorem 3.2). The exponentially
small bound on the PN-barrier, the l2 energy difference between onsite and offsite solutions is stated in
Theorem 3.3.
Sections 4 through 6 contain the proof of Theorem 3.1. In particular, Section 4.2 contains a formal asymptotic
analysis of DNLS which we use in the proof.
Sections 5 and 6 construct the error in the rigorous asymptotic expansion of the solution to DNLS.
In Section 5, we obtain equations for the error and and construct the high frequency component of the error
as a function of the low frequency components and the small parameter α.
In Section 6 we construct the low frequency component of the error and map our asymptotic expansion back
to the solution to DNLS, completing the proof of Theorem 3.1.
In Section 7, we prove Theorem 3.3.
In Section 8, we provide details which generalize the proofs found in Sections 4 through 7 to general spatial
dimension d “ 1, 2, 3, completing the proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.
There are several appendices. In Appendix A we discuss properties of the discrete Fourier transform. In
Appendix B we provided a formulation of the implicit function theorem, which we can apply directly to our
setting. Appendix C addresses generally the exponential decay of solitary waves in the Fourier variable, a
property which we use often. Appendices D through G contain various technical tools and details used.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation grants DMS-
10-08855, DMS-1412560 and DGE-1069420 (the Columbia Optics and Quantum Electronics IGERT), and a
grant from the Simons Foundation (#376319, MIW). The authors thank O. Costin, R. Frank, P. Kevrekides
and J. Marzuola for very stimulating discussions.
1.4. Preliminaries, Notation and Conventions. Define the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of
the sequence f “ tfnunPZd P l1pZdq X l2pZdq by
pfpqq “ F
D
rf spqq ”
ÿ
nPZd
fne
´iq¨n , q P Rd. (1.32)
Since pfpq ` 2piepjqq “ pfpqq, where epjq denotes the jth standard basis element in Rd, we shall view pfpqq as
being defined on the torus Td » B{piZd, where B is fundamental period cell (Brillouin zone),
B ” r´pi, pisd . (1.33)
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Thus, pf is completely determined by its values on B. We shall also make use of the scaled Brillouin zone,
Bα ”
”
´ pi
α
,
pi
α
ıd
with Td » Bα
Mpi
α
Zd. (1.34)
The inverse discrete Fourier transform is defined by
fn “
´
F´1
D
r pf s¯
n
“ 1p2piqd
ˆ
B
pfpqqeiq¨ndq . (1.35)
A summary of key properties of the discrete Fourier transform is included in Appendix A.
A function F pqq, q P Rd is said to be 2pi´ periodic if for all j P t1, . . . , du : F pqq “ F pq ` 2piepjqq.
A function F pqq, q P Rd is said to be 2piσ´ pseudo-periodic if there exists a σ P R such that F pqq “
e2piiσF pq ` 2piepjqq, j “ 1, . . . , d. Throughout the paper, we shall follow the convention that C ą 0 and Cj ,
j P N refer to constants, which may not necessarily be the same constant between any two inequalities.
For a and b in L1
loc
pRdq, we define the convolution on Bα by
pa ˚
α bq pqq “
ˆ
Bα
apξqbpq ´ ξqdξ, (1.36)
Proposition 1.3. Let apqq,bpqq, and cpqq 2piσ{α´ denote pseudo-periodic functions with fundamental
cell Bα. Then, their convolution satisfies the usual commutative and associative properties:
a ˚α b “ b ˚α a and pa ˚α bq ˚α c “ a ˚α pb ˚α cq. (1.37)
The standard convolution on Rd is defined by
pf ˚ gqpqq “
ˆ
Rd
fpξqgpq ´ ξqdξ . (1.38)
For f P L2pRdq, the continuous Fourier transform and its inverse are given by
rfpqq “ F
C
rf spqq ”
ˆ
Rd
fpxqe´iq¨xdx, and fpxq “ F´1
C
r rf spxq “ 1p2piqd
ˆ
Rd
rfpqqeiq¨xdq . (1.39)
The following are notations used throughout:
1. The inner product,
xf, gy “ xf, gyL2pBq “
ˆ
B
fpqq gpqq dq, (1.40)
where f is the complex conjugate of f .
2. }f}2l2pZdq “
ř
nPZd |fn|2.
3. L2pAq, the space of functions satisfying }f}L2pAq “
`´
A
|fpxq|2dx˘1{2 ă 8.
4. H1pAq, the space of functions satisfying }f}L2pAq “
´
}f}2L2pAq ` }∇f}2L2pAq
¯1{2 ă 8.
5. L2,apAq, the space of functions satisfying }f}L2,apAq “
`´
A
p1` |q|2qa|fpqq|2dq˘1{2 ă 8, where
L2,0pAq “ L2pAq.
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6. L2,a
even
pAq, the space of functions f P L2,apAq which are even. That is, for any τj “ ˘1, j “ 1, . . . d,
fpτ1x1, . . . τdxdq “ fpx1, . . . xdq. We also refer to L2evenpAq “ L2,0evenpAq. We also refer to these as
symmetric functions.
7. HapRdq, the space of functions such that rf “ F
C
rf s P L2,apRdq, with }f}HapRdq ” } rf}L2,apRdq.
8. For f : Zd Ñ C, f “ tfnunPZd , define the forward difference operators: pδjfqn “ fn`epjq ´ fn, j “
1, . . . , d . Here, epjq is the standard unit vector in the jth coordinate direction.
When d “ 1, we also use the short-hand pδfqn “ pδ1fqn “ fn`1 ´ fn.
9. For d “ 1 and f “ tfnunPZ, the one-dimensional discrete Laplacian is given by:`
δ2f
˘
n
“ fn`1 ` fn´1 ´ 2fn .
For general dimension, d: `
δ2f
˘
n
“
ÿ
|j´n|“1
fj ´ 2d fn .
The summation is over nearest neighbor lattice points.
10. χ
A
pxq “
"
1 : x P A
0 : x R A , the indicator function for a set A, and χA “ 1´ χA .
11. fpαq “ Opα8q if for all n ě 1, fpαq “ Opαnq.
Throughout this article, we shall make frequent use of the following inequalities.
1. Fix a ą d{2. Then, if f1, f2 P HapRdq then, the product f1f2 P HapRdq. Moreover, we have
}f1f2}HapRdq À }f1}HapRdq }f2}HapRdq .
2. Equivalently by the Plancherel identity, we have that if rf1, rf2 P L2,apRdq then, their convolutionrf1 ˚ rf2 P L2,apRdq and we have:››› rf1 ˚ rf2›››
L2,apRdq
À
››› rf1›››
L2,apRdq
››› rf2›››
L2,apRdq
. (1.41)
2. Properties of the NLS ground state standing waves. The following results summarize prop-
erties of the NLS solitary standing wave (“soliton”) and its Fourier transform on Rd. See, for example,
references [43, 8, 45].
Proposition 2.1 (NLS Ground State). There exists a unique positive H1pRdq solution ψ|ω|pxq to (1.3)
which is real-valued, symmetric about x “ 0 and decaying to zero at infinity. Moreover,
1. ψ|ω|pxq is in Schwartz class, SpRdq and is exponentially decaying:
|ψ|ω|pxq| À e
´
?
|ω| |x|
|x| d´12 . (2.1)
2. ψ|ω|pxq “
a|ω| ψ1pa|ω|xq.
3. Uniqueness up to Phase and Spatial-Translation: Any solution of (1.3) is of the form eiθ ψ|ω|px´x0q
for some θ P R and x0 P Rd.
We shall also require the detailed properties of the Fourier transform of ψ|ω|:
Proposition 2.2 (Fourier transform of NLS Ground State).
The Fourier transform, Ąψ|ω|pqq “ Fcrψ|ω|spqq, satisfies the equation
ω Ąψ|ω|pqq “ |q|2Ąψ|ω|pxq ´ 14pi2 Ąψ|ω| ˚ Ąψ|ω| ˚ Ąψ|ω|pqq, q P Rd. (2.2)
and has the following properties:
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1. Scaling:
Ąψ|ω|pqq “ ˆ 1|ω|
˙pd´1q{2 Ăψ1 ˜ qa|ω|
¸
. (2.3)
2. Exponential decay bound: Let a ą d{2. Then, there exists a positive constant C0 such that›››eC0|q| Ăψ1pqq›››
L2,apRdqq
À 1. (2.4)
The exponentially weighted L2,a bound, (2.4), follows from Lemma C.2 in Appendix C.
In our bifurcation analysis, an important role is played by the the operator f ÞÑ L`f , the linearization
of the stationary NLS equation with ω “ 1, (1.3), about ψ1. Here,
L` ” 1´∆x ´ 3pψ1pxqq2 , (2.5)
In Fourier space, rfpqq ÞÑ ĂL` rfpqq, where
ĂL` “ 1` |q|2 ´ 3
4pi2
Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1˚ (2.6)
In particular, we require a characterization of the L2pRdq´ kernel of L`; see [47, 29, 8, 45].
Proposition 2.3. Assume 1 ď d ď 3.
1. The continuous spectrum of L` is given by the half-line r1,8q.
2. Zero is an isolated eigenvalue with corresponding eigenspace,
kernelpL`q “ spantBxjψ1pxq, j “ 1, . . . , d u.
3. Equivalently, the kernel of ĂL` is spanned by the functions qjĂψ1pqq, j “ 1, . . . , d.
4. L` : HaevenpRdq Ñ Ha´2evenpRdq is an isomorphism.
5. ĂL` : L2,aevenpRdq Ñ L2,a´2even pRdq is an isomorphism.
3. Main results. We begin with precise statements of our results on the existence of discrete solitary
standing waves in spatial dimensions d “ 1, 2, 3. We first give the simpler statement in dimension d “ 1,
referring to the two types of solutions of Definition 1.1; see figure 1.2.
Theorem 3.1. (Discrete DNLS solitary waves on Z) Let ψ1pxq denote the ground state of NLS; see
Proposition 2.1 with ω “ ´1 and Ăψ1 its Fourier transform; see Proposition 2.2. Consider the nonlinear
eigenvalue problem governing real-valued one-dimensional DNLS standing waves:
´ α2Gαn “ ´pδ2Gαqn ´ pGαnq3, Gα P l2pZq. (3.1)
1. Fix an integer J ě 0. There exist mappings Gj : L2pRq Ñ L2pRq, for j “ 0, 1, . . . , J and a positive
constant α0 “ α0rJs ą 0 such that for all 0 ă α ă α0, the following holds:
There exist two families of real-valued symmetric solutions to (3.1). These are on-site (vertex-
centered) and off-site (bond-centered) solutions of DNLS (3.1). To leading order in α2 satisfy:
Gα,onn , G
α,off
n « F´1D
”Ăψ1ı pnq. More precisely,
On-site symmetric (vertex-centered):
Gα,onn “
řJ
j“0 α2j Gj
”Ăψ1ı pnq ` Eα,J,onn , n P Z,
where
›››GjrĂψ1sp¨q›››
l2pZq
„ α1{2, ››Eα,J,on››
l2pZq À α2J`5{2,
Off-site symmetric (bond-centered):
Gα,offn “ Gα,onn “
řJ
j“0 α2j Gj
”Ăψ1ı pn´ 1{2q ` Eα,offn , n P Z,
where
›››GjrĂψ1s `¨ ´ 12˘›››
l2pZq
„ α1{2, ››Eα,J,off››
l2pZq À α2J`5{2.
(3.2)
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In Definition 8.1, we generalize the notion of on-site symmetric (vertex-centered) and off-site symmetric
(bond-centered) waves to the notion of σ´ centered waves.
Theorem 3.2. [Discrete solitary waves in Zd] Let ψ1pxq denote the ground state of NLS; see Proposition
2.1 with ω “ ´1. Denote by Ăψ1 the Fourier transform of ψ1 (see Proposition 2.2). Consider the nonlinear
eigenvalue problem governing real-valued discrete solitary waves of DNLS:
´ α2Gαn “ ´pδ2Gαqn ´ pGαnq3, n P Zd, Gα P l2pZdq. (3.3)
Fix 0 ď J ă 8, J P N. There exists a constant α0 “ α0rJs ą 0 and J ą 0 functionals Gj : L2pRdq Ñ L2pRdq
such that for all 0 ă α ă α0, the following holds:
1. For every d´ tuple σ P t0, 1{2ud (see Table 3), there exists a real-valued σ´ centered solution of
(3.1); see Definition 8.1:
Gα,σn “
Jÿ
j“0
α2j Gj
”Ăψ1ı pn´ σq ` Eα,J,σn , where (3.4)›››GjrĂψ1s p¨ ´ σq›››
l2pZdq
„ α1´d{2, ››Eα,Jσ››
l2pZdq À α2J`3´d{2. (3.5)
2. There are 2d solutions, one for each σ P t0, 1{2ud. Modulo reflections, there are d ` 1 distinct
centerings which are labeled in Table 3.
d σ P Zd{2 Centering
1
0 Vertex-centered (On-site)
1/2 Bond-centered (Off-site)
2
(0, 0) Vertex-centered (On-site)
(0, 1/2) Bond-centered (Off-site)
(1/2, 0) Bond-centered (Off-site)
(1/2, 1/2) Cell-centered (Off-site)
3
(0, 0, 0) Vertex-centered (On-site)
(0, 0, 1/2) Bond-centered (Off-site)
(0, 1/2, 0) Bond-centered (Off-site)
(1/2, 0, 0) Bond-centered (Off-site)
(0, 1/2, 1/2) Face-centered (Off-site)
(1/2, 0, 1/2) Face-centered (Off-site)
(1/2, 1/2, 0) Face-centered (Off-site)
(1/2, 1/2, 1/2) Cell-centered (Off-site)
Table 3.1
Centering of discrete solitions in dimensions d “ 1, 2, 3.
Conjecture 3: The 2d solutions in Theorem 3.2 are locally unique for each σ up to lattice translations by
some M P Zd. That is, if tJα,σn unPZd is a solution to (3.3) with α ă α0, it must be centered about σ`M for
σ P t0, 1{2ud and M P Zd, and we must have Jα,σn “ ˘Gα,σn`M .
Remark 3.1. In Theorem 3.2, we assume 1 ď d ď 3. We do not expect there to be a bifurcation from
at zero frequency for dimensions d ě 4. Indeed, the α2 Ñ 0 rescaled-limit of such bifurcating states is the
solitary standing wave solution of continuum NLS, satisfying ´∆u ` u ´ u3 “ 0. A well-known argument
based on “Pohozaev” / virial identities shows that the equation ´∆u`u´up “ 0 has H1pRdq solutions only
if p ă pd ` 2q{pd ´ 2q. For the cubic case, p “ 3, this implies d ď 3; see, for example, [42, 43]. Therefore,
there can be no bifurcation for d ě 4.
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Figure 3.1. Centerings of solitary standing waves in dimensions d “ 1, 2, 3.
Theorem 3.3. [Exponential smallness of Peierls-Nabarro barrier] Let σ1, σ2 P t0, 1{2ud. There exist
constants α0 ą 0, C and D ą 0 such that for all 0 ă α ă α0,ˇˇˇˇ
N rGα,σ1s ´N rGα,σ2s
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
}Gα,σ1}2l2pZdq ´ }Gα,σ2}2l2pZdq
ˇˇˇ
ď Dα2´d e´C{α, andˇˇˇˇ
HrGα,σ1s ´HrGα,σ2s
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Dα2´d e´C{α. (3.6)
Remark 3.2 (Connection to results on stability).
Results of [19, 48] imply that conditions for the stability of a positive and decaying solitary standing wave
solution, Gα,σ, is orbitally Lyapunov stable provided
(S1) Ldisc` has one negative eigenvalue.
(S2) The following “slope” condition holds:
d
dα
N rGα,σs “ ´ 1
α2
d
dα
H rGα,σs ą 0. (3.7)
Conjecture 2, (1.23), implies that the onsite DNLS standing wave satisfies (S1) and therefore that the
curve α ÞÑ N “Gα,σ“0‰ determines the stability or instability of the on-site wave.
4. Beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.1; formulation of DNLS in Fourier space for d “ 1.
For ease of presentation, we focus initially on the one-dimensional case (d “ 1). We adapt the current
discussion to dimensions d “ 2, 3 (Theorem 3.2) in section 8.
Applying the discrete Fourier transform (1.32) to equation (3.1), governing G “ Gα, we obtain an
equivalent equation for the discrete Fourier transform, pGpqq “ xGαpqq:
{DNLSr pGspqq ” “α2 `Mpqq‰ pGpqq ´ ˆ 1
2pi
˙2 pG ˚
1
pG ˚
1
pGpqq “ 0,
pGpq ` 2piq “ pGpqq, (4.1)
where we recall the definition of the convolution f ˚
1
g on B “ B1 in (1.36) and its properties (Appendix
A). Here, Mpqq denotes the (discrete) Fourier symbol of the 1-dimensional discrete Laplacian with unit
lattice-spacing:
Mpqq pGpqq “ {pδ2Gqpqq “ 4 sin2pq{2q pGpqq . (4.2)
By Proposition 1.2 we have that
1. if G is onsite symmetric, then pGpqq “ pKpqq, where pKpqq is real and symmetric, and
2. if G is offsite symmetric, then pGpqq “ e´iq{2 pKpqq, where pKpqq is real and symmetric.
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We therefore seek pGpqq in the form
xGσpqq “ e´iσq yKσpqq, σ “ 0, 1{2 (4.3)yKσpqq “yKσp´qq, yKσpqq “yKσpqq (4.4)
Substitution of (4.3) into (4.1) yields
“
α2 `Mpqq‰yKσpqq ´ ˆ 1
2pi
˙2 yKσ ˚
1
yKσ ˚
1
yKσpqq “ 0, q P R, (4.5)
yKσpq ` 2piq “ e2piiσ yKσpqq, σ “ 0, 1{2 . (4.6)
The “Bloch” phase factor, e2piiσ (equal to ˘1) encodes the on-site and off-site cases.
Lemma 4.1. Let Apqq, defined on R, be 2piσ´ pseudo-periodic, i.e. Apq`2piq “ e2piiσ Apqq. Then, Apqq
is completely determined by its values on B “ r´pi, pis and has the representation:
Apqq “
ÿ
mPZ
χBpq ´ 2mpiqApq ´ 2mpiqe2piimσ. (4.7)
Proof of Lemma 4.1: Since Apqq “ e2piiσApq ´ 2piq, we have Apqq “ e2piimσApq ´ 2pimq for all m P Z.
Hence,
Apqq “ Apqq
ÿ
mPZ
χBpq ´ 2mpiq “
ÿ
mPZ
χBpq ´ 2mpiqApq ´ 2mpiqe2piimσ. l
By Lemma 4.1 we may express yKσpqq, for any q P R, explicitly in terms of its values on q P B. In
particular, we set
yKσpqq “ xφσpqq, q P B. (4.8)
Extending (4.8) to q P R, we have:
yKσpqq ” ÿ
mPZ
χBpq ´ 2mpiq xφσpq ´ 2mpiq e2mpiiσ, and xGσpqq “ e´iσq yKσpqq. (4.9)
Note that xφσpq´2mpiq “ χBpq´2mpiq xφσpq´2mpiq is supported on tq : q P 2mpi`B “ rp2m´1qpi, p2m`1qpisu.
Therefore,
χBpqq yKσpqq “ xφσpqq, and χBpqq xGσpqq “ e´iqσ xφσpqq. (4.10)
Equations (4.9) encode the required 2pi´ periodicity of xGσpqq and the 2piσ´ pseudo-periodicity of yKσpqq on
all R,. Furthermore,
xGσpqq and yKσpqq are completely specified by xφσpqq for q P B. (4.11)
With a view toward deriving an equation from (4.5) determining xφσpqq for q P B, we require a lemma
which facilitates simplification of the convolution terms in (4.5).
Lemma 4.2. Let pApqq, pBpqq, pCpqq be bounded 2piσ´ pseudo-periodic functions of q P R. Then
χBpqq pA ˚1 pB ˚1 pCpqq “ χBpqq 1ÿ
m“´1
e2piimσ pA ˚1 ” pB ˚1 ´χB pC¯ı pq ´ 2mpiq. (4.12)
Note that since χBpqq is not pseudo-periodic, the convolution in (4.12) is not associative.
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Proof of Lemma 4.2: Observe that q, ξ, ζ P B “ r´pi, pis implies that q ´ ξ ´ ζ P r´3pi, 3pis. Therefore,
q, ξ, ζ P B implies q´ξ´ζ´2mpi P B “ r´pi, pis if and only if m P t´1, 0, 1u, and that χBpq´ξ´ζ´2mpiq “ 0
for m R t´1, 0, 1u. Applying Lemma 4.1 to pCpqq we have
χBpqq pA ˚1 ” pB ˚1 pCı pqq
“ χBpqq
ˆ
B
dξ
ˆ
B
dζ pApξq pBpζq ÿ
mPZ
χBpq ´ ξ ´ ζ ´ 2mpiq pCpq ´ ξ ´ ζ ´ 2mpiqe2mpiiσ
“ χBpqq
ˆ
B
dξ
ˆ
B
dζ pApξq pBpζq 1ÿ
m“´1
χBpq ´ ξ ´ ζ ´ 2mpiq pCpq ´ ξ ´ ζ ´ 2mpiqe2mpiiσ
“ χBpqq
1ÿ
m“´1
e2mpiiσ pA ˚1 ” pB ˚1 ´χB pC¯ı pq ´ 2mpiq. l (4.13)
Applying Lemma 4.2 and (4.9), we have:
Proposition 4.3. Equation (4.5) for yKσpqq on q P R is equivalent to the following equation for the
compactly supported function xφσpqq “ χBpqq xφσpqq:
rα2 `Mpqqs xφσpqq ´ χBpqq
4pi2
´ xφσ ˚xφσ ˚xφσ ¯ pqq
´ χBpqq
4pi2
ÿ
m“˘1
e2mpiiσ
´ xφσ ˚xφσ ˚xφσ ¯ pq ´ 2mpiq “ 0 (4.14)
where Mpqq pGpqq “ 4 sin2pq{2q pGpqq “ yδ2Gpqq; see (4.2).
Proof of Proposition 4.3: We project (4.5) onto B, decompose yKσpqq with (4.9), and apply Lemma 4.2
to (4.5) get
rα2 `Mpqqs xφσpqq ´ χB
4pi2
1ÿ
m“´1
e2piimσxφσ ˚
1
”xφσ ˚
1
´
χB
xφσ¯ı pq ´ 2mpiq “ 0. (4.15)
We observe that the multiplication of (4.15) by χBpqq implies a-priori that“
α2 `Mpqq‰ χBpQq xφσpqq “ 0 ùñ χBpQq xφσpqq “ 0, (4.16)
where we have used that Mpqq ě 0. Thus, we may write for m “ ´1, 0, 1,
xφσ ˚
1
”xφσ ˚
1
´
χB
xφσ¯ı pq ´ 2mpiq “ ´χB xφσ¯ ˚ ´χB xφσ¯ ˚ ´χB xφσ¯ pq ´ 2mpiq
“
´xφσ ˚xφσ ˚xφσ¯ pq ´ 2mpiq, (4.17)
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3. l
4.1. Rescaled equation for xφσ. As discussed in Section 1.1, we expect that for α ! 1:
xφσpqq „ Ąψα2pqq “ Ăψ1 ´ q
α
¯
, (4.18)
where Ăψ1 denotes the Fourier transform of the continuum NLS solitary wave. We therefore study (4.14)
using rescaling which makes explicit the relation between DNLS and the continuum (NLS) limit for α small:
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We introduce:
Rescaled momentum: Q ” q{α, Q P Bα “ r´pi{α, pi{αs,
Rescaled projection: χBα pQq ” χBpQαq “ χr´ piα , piα spQq,
Rescaled wave: xΦσpQq ” xφσpQαq “ xφσpqq,
Rescaled discrete Fourier symbol: MαpQq ” 1
α2
MpQαq “ 4
α2
sin2
ˆ
Qα
2
˙
. (4.19)
The following proposition is a formulation of Proposition 4.3 in terms of functions of the rescaled quasi-
momentum, Q:
Proposition 4.4. Equation (4.5) for yKσpqq on q P R is equivalent to the following equation forxΦσpQq “ χBα pqq xΦσpQq, compactly supported on Bα “ r´pi{α, pi{αs:
Dσ,αrxΦσspQq ” r1`MαpQqs xΦσpQq ´ χBα pQq
4pi2
´ xΦσ ˚ xΦσ ˚ xΦσ ¯ pQq ` Rσ1 rxΦσspQq “ 0 , (4.20)
where Rσ1 rxΦσs contains the ˘1-sideband contributions:
Rσ1 rxΦσspQq ” ´χBα pQq4pi2 ÿ
m“˘1
e2mpiiσ
´ xΦσ ˚ xΦσ ˚ xΦσ ¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq, (4.21)
and MαpQq “ 4α2 sin2pαQ2 q; see (4.19).
To prove Proposition 4.4 we need to re-express the convolutions in (4.14) in terms of xΦσpQq. For this we use
the following lemma, proved by change of variables.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that papqq “ pApQq, pbpqq “ pBpQq, and pcpqq “ pCpQq, where Q “ q{α. Then´pa ˚pb ˚ pc¯ pqq “ α2 ´ pA ˚ pB ˚ pC¯ pQq. (4.22)
Applying the rescalings (4.19) and Lemma 4.5 to (4.14) and then dividing by α2, we obtain (4.20).
Note that for small |α|, the scaled symbol, MαpQq “ 4α2 sin2
´
Qα
2
¯
, has the expansion in powers of α2
for fixed Q P R:
MαpQq “ 2
8ÿ
j“0
α2j p´1qj |Q|2j`2
p2j ` 2q! “ |Q|
2 ´ α
2 |Q|4
12
` α
4 |Q|6
360
`O `α6 |Q|8˘ . (4.23)
Using truncations of the expansion of MαpQq we shall, for any J “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , construct pΦσpQq in the
form of a finite expansion in power of α2j , j “ 0, . . . , J , with an error term of which is of order α2J`2 plus a
corrector of higher order. For each J , the polynomial expansion in α2 is independent of σ. The construction
is summarized in the following:
Proposition 4.6. Fix J ě 0, a ą 1{2, and σ P t0, 1{2u. Then there exist a constant α0 “ α0ra, J, σs ą
0, and J mappings Fj : L
2,a
even
pRq Ñ L2,a
even
pRq, j “ 0, . . . , J , and a unique, real-valued function zEα,σJ P L2,aevenpRq
such that for all 0 ă α ă α0,
xΦσpQq “ χBα pQq Ăψ1pQq ` Jÿ
j“1
α2j χBα pQq Fj
”Ăψ1ı pQq `zEα,σJ pQq, (4.24)
solves equation (4.20) with the error bound:›››zEα,σJ ›››
L2,apRq
À α2J`2 (4.25)
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Fj , j ě 1, defined in Proposition 4.10 below, is independent of σ and α, and zEα,σJ pQq “ χBα pQq zEα,σJ pQq.
Remark 4.1. By Proposition 4.6, since the polynomial expansion in α2 is completely determined byĂψ1pQq, xΦσpQq is completely specified once we have contructed zEα,σJ pQq for Q P R. And, in turn by the
rescalings Q “ q{α and xΦσpQq “ xφσpQαq “ xφσpqq, (4.11) implies that xGσpqq and yKσpqq are completely
specified by zEα,σJ pq{αq for q P R. Therefore, Proposition 4.6 completely characterizes xGσpqq.
The proof of Proposition 4.6 extends over sections 4.2 through 6.4. In Section 4.2, we formally derive
and construct the functionals Fj r¨s, appearing in the expansion (4.24). We then contruct and bound the
corrector zEα,σJ pQq in Sections 5 and 6 by using a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction strategy.
4.2. Formal asymptotic expansion for xΦσ, the solution of (4.20). A solution to (4.20)-(4.21), pΦ,
is compactly supported on Bα. Our approach to solving (4.20)-(4.21) is to first construct formal power series
solution, FαpQq, of the related equation:
r1`MαpQqs F pQq ´ 1
4pi2
pF ˚ F ˚ F q pQq “ 0 (4.26)
in powers of α2. Each term in this power series, Fαj pQq , will have support on all R and can be shown to
decay exponentially as |Q| Ñ 8. The deviation of (4.26) from (4.20) are terms of the form:
´
´
1´ χBα pQq
¯
r1`MαpQqsF pQq ` 1
4pi2
´
1´ χBα pQq
¯
pFα ˚ Fα ˚ FαqpQq `Rα,σ1 rFαspQq, (4.27)
whose norms can be shown to be beyond all polynomial orders in α as α Ñ 0, i.e. Opαmq, for all m ě 1,
in L2,apR; dQq with a ą 1{2. Therefore, we expect that if zΦα,σpQq is a solution of (4.20), then the function
χBα pQq FαpQq, where Fα solves (4.26) formally solves (4.20) with an error which is beyond all polynomial
orders in α2, i.e. ›››Dα,σ ” χBα Fα ı ›››L2,apR;dQq “ Opα8q (4.28)
Using the power series expansion of MαpQq in (4.23), we now construct FαpQq in the form:
FαpQq “
8ÿ
j“0
α2j FjpQq, (4.29)
The sequence of truncated sums, SσJ “
ř8
j“0 α2j Fj , is a sequence of approximate solutions with decreasing
residuals: }Dα,σ rSσJ s }L2,a “ Opα2J`2q. In the coming sections, construct a solution Φσ,α “ SσJ `Eσ,αJ by a
Lyapunov-Schmidt procedure.
We now turn to the construction of the terms in series (4.29). Substitution of (4.29) into (4.27), we
obtain a hierarchy of equations for Fj .
Opα0q equation : “1` |Q|2‰ F0pQq ´ ˆ 1
2pi
˙2
F0 ˚ F0 ˚ F0pQq “ 0. (4.30)
Equation (4.30) is the Fourier transform of continuum NLS (2.2). Denote by
F0pQq “ Ăψ1pQq “ FC rψ1s pQq, (4.31)
where ψ1pxq is the unique (up to translation) positive and decaying solution of NLS. ψ1pxq is real-valued and
radially symmetric about some point, which we take to be x “ 0. By Proposition 2.2 there exists C0 ą 0
such that
eC0|Q| Ăψ1pQq P L2,apRq . (4.32)
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At each order in α2, we shall derive an equation for FjpQq of the general form:ĂL` F 7pQq “ F 5pQq. (4.33)
It is important for us to understand how decay properties F 5pQq propagate to the solution F 7pQq.
Proposition 4.7. Fix a ą 1{2. Suppose that F 5pQq P L2,a
even
pR; dQq and that there exists a constant
C5 ą 0 such that eC5|Q|F 5pQq P L2,apR; dQq. Then there exists a solution of (4.33), F 7pQq P L2,aevenpR; dQq.
Furthermore, we have eC5|Q|F 7pQq P L2,apR; dQq.
Since F 5pQq is even it is L2pR; dQq orthogonal to the kernel of ĂL` “ spantQĂψ1pQqu. Therefore,
F 7 “
´ĂL`¯´1 F 5 P L2,a`2even pR; dQq; see Proposition 2.3. A detailed proof that the exponential decay rate is
preserved is given in [23]. The idea is to break F 7 into its low (|Q| ď ´1) and high (|Q| ě ´1) frequency
components, Flo, and Fhi,. The norm }eC5|Q|Flo,}L2,a is bounded in terms of }F 7}L2,a . While the norm
}eC5|Q|Fhi,}L2,a is controlled by a boot-strap argument using that χp|Q| ě ´1qp1 ` |Q|2q´1 F0 ˚ F0 ˚ Fhi,
has L2,a´ norm which is bounded by „ 2 }eC5|Q|Fhi,}L2,a .
We now turn to the hierarchy of equations at order α2j , beginning with j “ 1. We find“
1` |Q|2‰ F1pQq ´ 3 1
4pi2
Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ F1pQq “ |Q|4
12
Ăψ1pQq, (4.34)
or
Opα2q equation : ĂL` F1pQq “ |Q|4
12
Ăψ1pQq. (4.35)
Here, L` “ ´B2x`1´3ψ21pxq, is the linearization of the continuum NLS operator about ψ1pxq. By Proposition
2.3, F1pQq “
´ĂL`¯´1 ´ |Q|412 Ăψ1pQq¯ P L2,aevenpRq. Since (4.35) has real-valued forcing, F1 is real-valued. Let
C5 “ 3C0{4 and note }eC5|Q||Q|4Ăψ1}L2,a À }eC0|Q|Ăψ1}L2,a Therefore, e 3C04 |Q|F1pQq P L2,apR; dQq for a ą 1{2.
We now proceed to inductively construct and bound the sequence FjpQq, j ě 1 using Proposition 4.7
and the following two lemmata, proved in detail in [23]:
Lemma 4.8. Fix a ą 1{2. Suppose that rf1, rf2 P L2,aevenpRq. Then rf1 ˚ rf2 P L2,aevenpRq. Suppose further that
there exist c1, c2 ą 0 such that ec1|Q| rf1pQq P L2,apRq, ec2|Q| rf2pQq P L2,apRQq. Then for c3 “ minpc1, c2q, we
have ec3|Q| rf1 ˚ rf2pQq P L2,aevenpRQq and››› ec3|Q| p rf1 ˚ rf2qpQq ›››
L2,apRQq
À
››› ec3|Q| rf1pQq ›››
L2,apRQq
››› ec3|Q| rf2pQq ›››
L2,apRQq
. (4.36)
Lemma 4.8 is a direct consequence of (1.41), appropriately distributing the exponential weights, and
c3|Q| ´ c1|Q´ ξ| ´ c2|ξ| ď 0.
Lemma 4.9. Fix a ą 1{2 and k P N. Suppose that rf P L2,a
even
pRq and that there exists c1 ą 0 such that
ec1|Q| rfpQq P L2,apRq. Then |Q|2k rf P L2,a
even
pRq and for any 0 ă c2 ă c1, we have›››ec2|Q||Q|2k rf›››
L2,apRq
ď
ˆ
2k
c1 ´ c2
˙2k
e´2k
››› ec1|Q| rfpQq ›››
L2,apRQq
. (4.37)
Lemma 4.9 follows from ec2|Q||Q|2k| rfpQq| ď ´ 2kc1´c2¯2k e´2k ¨ ec1|Q|| rfpQq| and then taking the L2,a norm.
Proposition 4.10. Let j ě 1. The equation for Fj at order Opα2jq, independent of α and σ, is given
by
Opα2jq equation : ĂL` FjpQq “ 2 j´1ÿ
k“0
p´1qk´j`1 |Q|2j´2k`2 FkpQq
p2j ´ 2k ` 2q! ,
` 1p2piq2
ÿ
k`l`z“j
0ďk,l,zăj
Fk ˚ Fl ˚ FzpQq ” Hj rF0, . . . , Fj´1s pQq, (4.38)
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and has the unique solution
Fj “
´ĂL`¯´1 ˆHj rF0, . . . , Fj´1s˙ P L2,aevenpR; dQq. (4.39)
Furthermore, Fj is real-valued and e
Cj |Q| FjpQq P L2,apR; dQq, where Cj ” C0
`
1
2 ` 12j`1
˘ ě C02 and C0 ą 0
is as in (4.32).
Proof of Proposition 4.10: We induct to solve at each order in α2j . Let F0pQq ” Ăψ1pQq, which solves
(4.30), is real-valued, and satisfies eC0|Q|F0pQq P L2,apR; dQq. Fix m ě 2 and assume that for 1 ď j ď m´1,
FjpQq P L2,aevenpRq satisfies (4.38) and is real-valued. Furthermore, assume that
eCj |Q|FjpQq P L2,apR; dQq, Cj ” C0
ˆ
1
2
` 1
2j`1
˙
ě C0
2
. (4.40)
We have already proven above that these inductive hypotheses hold for j “ 1. We expand
MαpQq “ 2
8ÿ
j“0
α2j p´1qj |Q|2j`2
p2j ` 2q! , F
αpQq “
8ÿ
j“0
α2j FjpQq, (4.41)
and substitute into (4.26). Using (4.30) for F0pQq ” Ăψ1pQq we obtain
8ÿ
j“1
α2j ĂL` FjpQq “ 2 8ÿ
j“1
8ÿ
k“0
α2j`2kp´1qj`1|Q|2j`2
p2j ` 2q! FkpQq `
8ÿ
j“1
α2j
p2piq2
ÿ
k`l`z“j
0ďk,l,zăj
Fk ˚ Fl ˚ FmpQq
“
8ÿ
j“1
α2j
ˆ
2
j´1ÿ
k“0
p´1qk´j`1 |Q|2j´2k`2
p2j ´ 2k ` 2q! FkpQq `
1
4pi2
ÿ
k`l`z“j
0ďk,l,zăj
Fk ˚ Fl ˚ FzpQq
˙
. (4.42)
Applying the inductive hypothesis (4.38) for 1 ď j ď m´ 1 and dividing by α2m, (4.42) becomes
ĂL` FmpQq ` α2 „ 8ÿ
j“m`1
α2j´2pm`1q ĂL` FjpQq
“ 2
m´1ÿ
k“0
p´1qk´m`1 |Q|2m´2k`2 FkpQq
p2m´ 2k ` 2q! `
1
p2piq2
ÿ
k`l`z“m
0ďk,l,zăm
Fk ˚ Fl ˚ FzpQq
` α2
„ 8ÿ
j“m`1
α2j´2pm`1q
ˆ
2
j´1ÿ
k“0
p´1qk´j`1 |Q|2j´2k`2
p2j ´ 2k ` 2q! FkpQq `
1
4pi2
ÿ
k`l`z“j
0ďk,l,zăj
Fk ˚ Fl ˚ FzpQq
˙
. (4.43)
Since 2j ´ 2pm ` 1q ě 0 for j ě m ` 1, the bracketed terms with coefficient α2 are Opα2q. Therefore the
terms of order precisely α2m are given by(4.38). This establishes the case: j “ m.
We now prove that (4.38) has a solution, Fm satisfying (4.40) with j “ m. First, applying Lemmata 4.8
and 4.9 to the right hand side of (4.38) for j “ m, Hm, we have that Hm P L2,aeven with the bound:››› eCm|Q| Hm rF0, . . . , Fm´1s pQq ›››
L2,apR;dQq
À λm, (4.44)
where Cm “ C0 ` 12 ` 12m`1 ˘ and
λm ” 2
m´1ÿ
k“0
e´p2m´2k`2q
p2m´ 2k ` 2q!
„
2m´ 2k ` 2
Ck ´ Cm
2m´2k`2 ››› eCk|¨| Fk ›››
L2,apRq
` 1p2piq2
ÿ
k`l`z“m
0ďk,l,zăm
››› eCk|¨| Fk ›››
L2,apRq
››› eCl|¨| Fl ›››
L2,apRq
››› eCz |¨| Fz ›››
L2,apRq
. (4.45)
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Proposition 4.7 implies that there exists a unique solution FmpQq P L2,aevenpRq to equation (4.38) with
eCm|Q|FmpQq P L2,apRq. Finally, to see that Fm is real-valued, note that equation (4.38) for Fm is a linear
with inhomogeneous forcing on the right-hand-side given by Hm rF0, . . . , Fm´1s, which is necessarily real-
valued for Fj real-valued, j “ 0, . . . ,m´ 1. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.10. l
5. Rigorous justification of asymptotic series 4.24 and proof of Proposition 4.6. Fix J ě 0
and define the truncated asymptotic expansion
SαJ pQq ”
Jÿ
j“0
α2j χBα pQq Fj
”Ăψ1ı pQq. (5.1)
where
F0rĂψ1spQq ” Ăψ1pQq, and FjrĂψ1spQq ” FjpQq, j ě 1, (5.2)
with Fj P L2,apRq prescribed in Proposition 4.10. Note that (5.1) is the projection of the first J ` 1 terms
of the formal asymptotic expansion Fα in (4.29). Note that
pI ´ χBα q|FjpQq| “ pI ´ χBα qe´Cj |Q| ¨ eCj |Q||FjpQq| ď e´piCj{α ¨ eCj |Q||FjpQq|, (5.3)
from which we see that the Fourier tail neglected in (5.1) is exponentially small in α. In the subsequent
sections, we use the following consequence of Proposition 4.10.
Proposition 5.1. For SαJ defined in (5.1), we have S
α
J P L2,a and, for α ą 0 sufficiently small, the
bounds
}SαJ }L2,apRq À 1, and
›››eCS |¨| SαJ ›››
L2,apRq
À 1, (5.4)
where CS “ mintC0, ..., CJu, and where Cj are the constants prescribed in Proposition 4.10.
5.1. Equation for the remainder, zEα,σJ . In order to prove Proposition 4.6, we seek an equation forzEα,σJ pQq “ xΦσpQq´SαJ pQq. The equation for xΦσ is (4.20) given in Proposition 4.4. Substituting into (4.20),
we obtain the following equation for zEα,σJ .
Proposition 5.2. Equation (4.20) is equivalent to the following closed equation for zEα,σJ pQq on Q P R:
r1`MαpQqs zEσ,αJ pQq ´ 3 χBα pQq ˆ 12pi
˙2 Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚zEα,σJ pQq “ RσJ,1 ”α,zEα,σJ ı pQq, (5.5)
where RσJ,1
”
α,zEα,σJ ı is defined in (5.6).
Remark 5.1. Note that the operator on the left-hand side has formal limit ĂL`, where L` is the linearized
continuum NLS operator displayed in Proposition 2.3.
Proof of Proposition 5.2: Substitution of xΦσ “ SαJ ` zEα,σJ into (4.20) yields, after some manipulation,
(5.5), where
RσJ,1
”
α,zEα,σJ ı ” Dσ,αrSαJ s `RσL ”α,zEα,σJ ı`RσNL ”α,zEα,σJ ı . (5.6)
Rσ
L
contains terms which are linear in zEα,σJ but which are higher order in α, and RσNL contains terms which
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are nonlinear in zEα,σJ ; they are respectively given by
Rσ
L
”
α,zEα,σJ ı pQq ” χBα pQq 34pi2
„ 1ÿ
m“´1
e2mpiiσ SαJ ˚ SαJ ˚zEα,σJ pQ´ 2mpi{αq ´ Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚zEα,σJ pQq,
Rσ
NL
”
α,zEα,σJ ı pQq ” χBα pQq ˆ 12pi
˙2 1ÿ
m“´1
e2mpiiσ
„
3 SαJ ˚zEα,σJ ˚zEα,σJ pQ´ 2mpi{αq
`zEα,σJ ˚zEα,σJ ˚zEα,σJ pQ´ 2mpi{αq. (5.7)
Note that RσJ,1
”
α,zEα,σJ ı “ χBα RσJ,1 ”α,zEα,σJ ı. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.2. l
5.2. Coupled system for high and low frequency components of zEα,σJ . We now embark on the
construction of a solution zEα,σJ P L2,apRq to (5.5) for α ą 0 sufficiently small. Our strategy is to formulate
the equation for zEα,σJ as an equivalent coupled system for its high and low frequency components. Let r be
such that 0 ă r ă 1. Define the sharp spectral cutoff functions
χ
lo
pQq “ χ `|Q| ď αr´1˘ and χ
hi
pQq “ χ `|Q| ą αr´1˘ , (5.8)
where 1 “ χ
lo
pQq ` χ
hi
pQq,
Note that χ
lo
pQq χBα pQq “ χlopQq, while χhipQq χBα pQq “ χBα pQq ´ χlopQq. For general pApQq, defined for
Q P R, we introduce its localizations near and away from Q “ 0:pA
lo
pQq “
´
χ
lo
pA¯ pQq ” χ
lo
pQq pApqq, and pA
hi
pQq “
´
χ
hi
pA¯ pQq ” χ
hi
pQq pApqq, (5.9)
In particular, we use χ
lo
and χ
hi
to localize zEα,σJ on |Q| ď αr´1 and |Q| ą αr´1:zEα,σlo pQq “ χlopQqzEα,σJ pQq and zEα,σhi pQq “ χhipQqzEα,σJ pQq, (5.10)
Thus, we can express zEα,σJ as follows:zEα,σJ pQq “ zEα,σlo pQq `zEα,σhi pQq. (5.11)
NOTE: Since the analysis for the cases σ “ 0 (onsite) and σ “ 1{2 (offsite) in sections 5.2 - 6.3 are very
similar, in order to keep the notation less cumbersome we omit the superscripts α and σ, when the context
is clear, and shall instead write:pEpQq “ zEα,σJ pQq, yElopQq “ zEα,σlo pQq, yEhipQq “ zEα,σhi pQq. (5.12)
The following Proposition is obtained by applying the spectral projections χ
lo
and χ
hi
to (5.5).
Proposition 5.3. Equation (5.5) is equivalent to the following coupled system of equations for the low
and high frequency components, xE
lo
and xE
hi
, of pE on Q P R:
Low Frequency Equation:
r1`MαpQqs xElopQq ´ χlopQq 34pi2 ´Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xElopQq `Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xEhipQq¯
“ χ
lo
pQq RσJ,1
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
ı
pQq, (5.13)
High Frequency Equation:
r1`MαpQqs xEhipQq ´ χhipQq χBα pQq 34pi2 ´Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xElopQq `Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xEhipQq¯
“ χ
hi
pQq RσJ,1
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
ı
pQq. (5.14)
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Here, RσJ,1 is defined in (5.6).
5.3. Solving for xE
hi
”
α, xE
lo
ı
and reduction to a closed equation for the low-frequency com-
ponents, xE
lo
. We shall solve (5.13) and (5.14) via a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction strategy [33]; see the
discussion of section 1.1. We first solve for xE
hi
“ xE
hi
”
α, xE
lo
ı
as a functional of xE
lo
and α, with α suf-
ficiently small. We view the equation of xE
hi
as depending on parameters α P R, |α| ! 1 and a function
ΓpQq “ xE
lo
pQq P L2,apRq:
r1`MαpQqs xEhipQq ´ χhipQq χBα pQq 34pi2
ˆĂψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ ΓpQq `Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xEhipQq˙
´χ
hi
pqq RσJ,1rα,Γ` xEhispQq “ 0 . (5.15)
In the following proposition, we construct xE
lo
ÞÑ xE
hi
”
α, xE
lo
ı
. Note that since 0 ă r ă 1, lim
αÑ0 α
2´2r “ 0.
Proposition 5.4. Set 0 ă r ă 1.
1. There exist constants α0, β0 ą 0, such that for all α P p0, α0q, equation (5.15) defines a unique
mapping
pα,Γq ÞÑ xE
hi
rα,Γs,xE
hi
: r0, 1s ˆB
β0
p0q Ñ L2,apRq
where B
β0
p0q Ă L2,apRq and xE
hi
rα,Γs is the unique solution to the high frequency equation (5.15)
(see also (5.14)). In particular, if Γ P L2,a
even
, then xE
hi
rα,Γs P L2,a
even
.
2. Moreover, this mapping is C1 with respect to Γ and for all pα,Γq P r0, α0qˆBβ0 p0q, and there exists
some constant C ą 0 such that›››xEhirα,Γs›››
L2,apRq
À α2´2r }Γ}L2,apRq ` e´C{α
1´r
. (5.16)››› DΓ xEhirα,Γs ›››
L2,apRqÝÑL2,apRq
À α2´2r, (5.17)
where the implicit constants are dependent on α0 and β0.
3. xE
hi
rα,Γs is supported on Q P “´piα ,´αr´1˘X `αr´1, piα‰ such that xEhirα,Γs “ χhi χBα xEhirα,Γs.
Proof of Proposition 5.4: Since 0 ă 1 ď 1 `MαpQq for all α positive and small, we may rewrite (5.15)
(see also (5.14)) as
xE
hi
pQq ´ χ
hi
pQq r1`MαpQqs´1
ˆ
χBα pQq
3
4pi2
”Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ ΓpQq `Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xEhipQqı
´RσJ,1rα,Γ` xEhispQq˙ “ 0. (5.18)
We apply the implicit function theorem to obtain xE
hi
as a functional of α and Γ. The key steps in the
proof are given in Propositions 5.5 through 5.8. The proofs of these propositions are deferred until Appendix
E. We first give bounds on the latter two terms in equation (5.18).
Proposition 5.5. There exists a constant α0 ą 0, such that for all pΓ, αq with 0 ă α ă α0, and
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Γ P L2,apRq, we have the bounds›››› χhi χBα r1`Mαp¨qs´1 Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ Γ
››››
L2,apRq
À α2´2r }Γ}L2,apRq , (5.19)›››› χhi χBα r1`Mαp¨qs´1 Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚yEhi
››››
L2,apRq
À α2´2r
›››yEhi›››
L2,apRq
, (5.20)›››› χhi r1`Mαp¨qs´1 RσJ,1rα,Γ`yEhi s ››››
L2,apRq
À e´C{α1´r
` α2´2r
„
}Γ}L2,apRq `
›››yEhi›››
L2,apRq
` }Γ}2L2,apRq ` }Γ}L2,apRq
›››yEhi›››
L2,apRq
`
›››yEhi›››2
L2,apRq
` }Γ}3L2,apRq ` }Γ}2L2,apRq
›››yEhi›››
L2,apRq
` }Γ}L2,apRq
›››yEhi›››2
L2,apRq
`
›››yEhi›››3
L2,apRq

. (5.21)
We may write equation (5.18) as Arα,Γ, xE
hi
spQq “ 0, where A : p0,8qˆL2,apRq ˆL2,apRq ÝÑ L2,apRq
is defined by
A
”
α,Γ, xE
hi
ı
pQq ” xE
hi
pQq ´ χ
hi
pQq r1`MαpQqs´1
¨
ˆ
3
4pi2
χBα pQq
„Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ ΓpQq `Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xEhipQq`RσJ,1rα,Γ` xEhispQq˙. (5.22)
By Proposition 5.5, we can extend A as a continuous L2,apRq operator valued function of α P r0,8q as
follows:
Arα,Γ,yEhi spQq ”
$’’’’&’’’’%
yEhipqq ´ χhipQq r1`MαpQqs´1 ˆ 34pi2 χBα pQq
„Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ ΓpQq
`Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚yEhipQq`RσJ,1rα,Γ`yEhi spQq˙, for α ą 0,yEhipQq for α “ 0.
(5.23)
We now summarize the properties of the mapping A in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.6.
1. The mapping A : r0,8q ˆ L2,apRq ˆ L2,apRq ÝÑ L2,apRq
pα,Γ, xE
hi
q ÞÝÑ Arα,Γ, xE
hi
s,
is continuous at p0, 0, 0q.
2. Ar0, 0, 0s “ 0 in L2,apRq.
3. Differential with respect to xE
hi
: For pf P L2,apRq, introduce the operator on L2,apRq
DZ
ˆ
RσJ,1rα,Zs
˙ pfpQq “ Rσ
L
”
α, pfı pQq
` χBα pQq
ˆ
1
2pi
˙2 1ÿ
m“´1
e2mpiiσ
„
6 SαJ ˚ Z ˚ pfpQ´ 2mpi{αq ` 3 Z ˚ Z ˚ pfpQ´ 2mpi{αq. (5.24)
For any pα,Γ, xE
hi
q P r0,8qˆL2,apRqˆL2,apRq, A is Fre´chet differentiable with respect to xE
hi
with
DyE
hi
Arα,Γ, xE
hi
s, continuous at p0, 0, 0q,
DzE
hi
Arα,Γ,yEhi s “
$’’’’&’’’’%
I ´ χhi r1`MαpQqs´1
„
3
4pi2
χBα
Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1˚
`DZ
ˆ
RσJ,1rα,Γ`yEhi s˙, for α ą 0
I for α “ 0 .
(5.25)
4. DyE
hi
Ar0, 0, 0s “ I is an isomorphism of L2,apRq onto L2,apRq.
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5. Differential with respect to Γ: For any pα,Γ, xE
hi
q P r0,8q ˆ L2,apRq ˆ L2,apRq, the mapping Γ ÞÑ
Arα,Γ, xE
hi
s is Fre´chet differentiable. Here,
DΓArα,Γ,yEhi s “
$’’’’&’’’’%
´χhi r1`MαpQqs´1
„
3
4pi2
χBα
Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1˚
`DZ
ˆ
RσJ,1rα,Γ`yEhi s˙, for α ą 0
0 for α “ 0 .
(5.26)
By Proposition 5.6, the mapping A satisfies the hypotheses of a variation of the implicit function theorem
stated in Theorem B.1. Therefore, there exist α0, β0, κ ą 0 such that for all
α P r0, α0q and }Γ}L2,apRq ă β0 , (5.27)
there exists a unique map, differentiable with respect to Γ,
pα,Γq ÞÝÑ xE
hi
rα,Γs ,xE
hi
:
!
pα,Γq P r0, α0q ˆ L2,apRq
ˇˇˇ
α P r0, α0q and }Γ}L2,apRq ă β0
)
ÞÝÑ L2,apRq,›››xEhi rα,Γs›››
L2,apRq
ď κ, with lim
pα,ΓqÑp0,0q
xE
hi
rα,Γs “ 0, (5.28)
which solves
A
”
α,Γ, xE
hi
rα,Γs
ı
pQq “ 0 for α P r0, α0q and }Γ}L2,apRq ă β0. (5.29)
Furthermore, the mapping Γ ÞÝÑ xE
hi
rα,Γs is Fre´chet differentiable with derivative DΓ xEhi rα,Γs.
Proposition 5.7. The mapping pα,Γq ÞÝÑ xE
hi
rα,Γs, xE
hi
: r0, α0q ˆ Bβ0p0q ÞÝÑ L2,apRq satisfies the
bounds ›››xEhi rα,Γs›››
L2,apRq
À α2´2r }Γ}L2,apRq ` e´C{α
1´r
(5.30)›››DΓ xEhi rα,Γs›››
L2,apRqÞÝÑL2,apRq
À α2´2r, (5.31)
for some constant C ą 0.
The mapping pα, xE
lo
q ÞÑ xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s is supported on “´piα ,´αr´1˘X `αr´1, piα‰.
Finally we note that the above proof can be adapted to show that the mapping xE
lo
ÞÑ xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s maps
the space of even functions into itself.
Proposition 5.8. For pα,Γq P r0, α0qˆBβ0p0q, the mapping Γ ÞÑ xEhi rα,Γs from Proposition 5.4 maps
Γ P L2,a
even
pRq into L2,a
even
pRq.
6. Analysis of the low frequency equation, governing xE
lo
.
6.1. Equation for xE
lo
as a perturbation of the continuum NLS limit via the operator ĂL`.
Having constructed xE
lo
ÞÑ xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s, we insert this map into equation (5.13) and obtain the following closed
equation for xE
lo
pQq on Q P R:
r1`MαpQqs xElopQq ´ χlopQq 34pi2 Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xElopQq
“ χ
lo
pQq RσJ,1
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
ı
pQq ` χ
lo
pQq 3
4pi2
Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ ´xEhirα, xElos¯ pQq. (6.1)
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Here, RσJ,1 is given in (5.6).
Noting that the operator on the left-hand-side of (6.1) has a formal α Ó 0 limit equal to the linearized
continuum NLS operator, ĂL`, we now rewrite (6.1) as a small α perturbation of this limit:
Proposition 6.1. There exists 0 ď α1 ď α0 and 0 ă r ă 1 such that the following holds. For α ď α1,
equation (6.1) may be written as
ĂL`xElopQq “ RσJ,2rα, xElospQq. (6.2)
RσJ,2
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq, displayed in (6.10), is continuous at p0, 0q P r0, α1q ˆ L2,apRq. Furthermore, the mappingxE
lo
ÞÑ RσJ,2
”
α, xE
lo
ı
is Fre´chet differentiable with respect to xE
lo
, with DyE
lo
RσJ,2rα, xElos displayed in (F.13).
Finally, we have the bounds›››RσJ,2rα, xElos›››
L2,a´2pRq
À α2J`2 `
›››xElo›››
L2,apRq
`
›››xElo›››2
L2,apRq
`
›››xElo›››3
L2,apRq
, (6.3)›››DyE
lo
RσJ,2
”
α, xE
lo
ı›››
L2,apRqÑL2,a´2pRq
À α2r ` α2´2r `
›››xElo›››
L2,apRq
`
›››xElo›››2
L2,apRq
. (6.4)
6.2. Proof of Proposition 6.1; detailed derivation of equation (6.2) for xE
lo
. We proceed to
rewrite equation (6.1) in the form (6.2). First, we use χ
hi
“ 1´ χ
lo
to get
χ
lo
pQq Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xElopQq “ Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xElopQq ´ χhipQq Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xElopQq. (6.5)
Next note as a consequence of (6.1) we have χ
lo
xE
lo
“ 0. Therefore, we may write:
MαpQq xElopQq “ |Q|2 xElopQq ` χlo “MαpQq ´ |Q|2‰ xElopQq. (6.6)
We may now express the left-hand side of (6.1) via (6.5) and (6.6) as
r1`MαpQqs xElopQq ´ χlopQq 34pi2 Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xElopQq “ ĂL`xElopQq ´Rpert ”α, xEloı pQq. (6.7)
Here, we have defined the (linear in xE
lo
) operator
Rpert
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq ” “ |Q|2 ´MαpQq ‰ xElopQq ´ χhipQq 34pi2 Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xElopQq
“ χ
lo
pQq “ |Q|2 ´MαpQq ‰ xElopQq ´ χhipQq 34pi2 Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xElopQq. (6.8)
We may now rewrite (6.1) as
xL`xElopQq “ χlopQq RσJ,1 ”α, xElo ` xEhirα, xElosı pQq `Rpert ”α, xEloı pQq. (6.9)
Now define
RσJ,2
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq ” χ
lo
pQq RσJ,1
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
ı
pQq `R
pert
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq, (6.10)
where RσJ,1 is defined in (5.6), to get equation (6.2). Finally, the expression for DyE
lo
RσJ,2rα, xElos is displayed
and bounded, together with RσJ,2rα, xElos in Appendix F.
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6.3. Solution of the low frequency equation. In order to solve equation (6.2), we make use of the
following general lemma, a consequence of the implicit function theorem; see Appendix B.
Lemma 6.2. Let L : L2,a
even
pRq ÞÝÑ L2,a´2
even
pRq be an isomorphism. Assume that for some constant α1,
R : r0, α1qα ˆ L2,aevenpRq ÝÑ L2,a´2even pRq is an operator which is continuous at p0, 0q, is Fre´chet differentiable
on L2,a
even
pRq, and satisfies Rr0, 0s “ 0. Suppose also that R satisfies
}Rrα, f s}L2,a´2pRq À γ1pαq ` }f}L2,apRq ` }f}2L2,apRq ` }f}3L2,apRq, (6.11)
}DfRrα, f s}L2,apRqÑL2,a´2pRq À γ2pαq ` }f}L2,apRq ` }f}2L2,apRq, (6.12)
for some continuous functions γ1pαq ě 0 and γ2pαq ě 0 satisfying γ1p0q “ γ2p0q “ 0.
Then there exists a constant α2 ď α1 such that for all 0 ă α ă α2, the equation
LfpQq “ Rrα, f spQq, (6.13)
has a unique, even solution f “ f rαs P L2,a
even
pRq satisfying the estimate
}f rαs}L2,apRq À γ1pαq. (6.14)
Proof of Lemma 6.2: We shall apply the implicit function theorem. Define J : L2,a
even
pRqˆR ÝÑ L2,a´2
even
pRq:
J rα, f spQq ” LfpQq ´Rrα, f spQq. (6.15)
Note that J r0, 0spQq ” 0. We check the following properties of J :
1. The mapping pα, fq ÞÝÑ J rα, f s, J : L2,a
even
pRq ˆ R ÞÝÑ L2,a´2
even
pRq is continuous at p0, 0q.
2. For α ‰ 0, J is Fre´chet differentiable with respect to f with
DfJ rα, f s “ L´DfRrα, f s, (6.16)
which is continuous at p0, 0q in L2,a
even
pRq ˆ R.
3. DfJ r0, 0s “ L is an isomorphism of L2,aevenpRq onto L2,a´2even pRq.
We now verify these properties. Since L and R are continuous at p0, 0q, so is J . It is simple to check
for the map f ÞÑ J rα, f s that (6.16) holds. The boundedness of L and estimate (6.11) give
}J rα, f s}L2,a´2pRq ď }Lf}L2,a´2pRq ` }Rrα, f s}L2,a´2pRq
ď }L}L2,apRqÑL2,a´2pRq}f}L2,apRq ` }Rrα, f s}L2,a´2pRq
ď C
´
γ1pαq ` }f}L2,apRq ` }f}2L2,apRq ` }f}3L2,apRq
¯
. (6.17)
This implies that J rα, f s is continuous at pα, fq “ p0, 0q. Similarly, estimate (6.12) implies
}DfJ rα, f s ´ L}L2,apRqÑL2,a´2pRq “ }DfRrα, f s}L2,apRqÑL2,a´2pRq
À γ2pαq ` }f}L2,apRq ` }f}2L2,apRq, (6.18)
and thus DfJ r0, 0s “ L.
By the above discussion, we can apply implicit function theorem as given in Appendix B. Thus, there
exists some α2 ą 1 such that for all α ă α2, there exists a mapping α ÞÝÑ f rαs, f : R` ÞÝÑ L2,aevenpRq which
solves
J “α, f rαs‰pQq “ 0 ðñ Lf rαspqq “ R“α, f rαs‰pQq. (6.19)
Estimate 6.14 follows from a more detailed proof of the above lemma as given in Appendix G. This completes
the proof of Lemma 6.2. l
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We may now apply Lemma 6.2 to the rescaled low frequency equation.
Proposition 6.3. Let a ą 1{2 and 0 ă r ă 1. Then there exists 0 ă α2 ď α1 such that for all
α P p0, α2q, there exists an even (symmetric) solution xElo to (6.2) which satisfies›››xElo›››
L2,apRq
À α2J`2. (6.20)
Furthermore, we have that xE
lo
“ χ
lo
xE
lo
; that is, xE
lo
pQq is supported on Q P r´αr´1, αr´1s.
Proof of Proposition 6.3: It suffices to show that the hypotheses to Lemma 6.2 are satisfied by equation
(6.2) for a ą 1{2. By Proposition 2.3 ĂL` : L2,aevenpRq Ñ L2,a´2even pRq is an isomorphism. Moreover, by
Proposition 6.1 the mapping pα, pEloq ÞÑ RσJ,2rα, pElos, maps L2,aevenpRq to L2,a´2even pRq, and is continuous at
pα, xE
lo
q “ p0, 0q . Furthermore, by choosing α ă α1 the estimates (6.3) and (6.4) on RσJ,2rα, xElos hold.
Hence, hypotheses (6.11) and (6.12) of Lemma 6.2 are satisfied. Lemma 6.2 implies, for 0 ă α ă α2 ď α2,
the existence of xE
lo
satisfying the bound (6.20). l
6.4. Completion of the proof of Proposition 4.6. First, we summarize the results of sections
5.3 through 6.3. Proposition 5.4 guarantees that a unique solution xE
hi
rα,Γs P L2,a
even
pRq exists to the high
frequency equation (5.14) for any Γ P L2,a
even
pRq and α ą 0 sufficiently small:
r1`MαpQqs xEhi rα,Γs pQq ´ χhipQq χBα pQq 34pi2 ´Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ ΓpQq `Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xEhi rα,Γs pQq¯
“ χ
hi
pQq RσJ,1
”
α,Γ` xE
hi
rα,Γs
ı
pQq. (6.21)
with the bound ›››xEhirα,Γs›››
L2,apRq
À α2´2r }Γ}L2,apRq ` e´Cα
r´1
, 0 ă r ă 1. (6.22)
We apply this result with Γ “ xE
lo
P L2,a
even
pRq to obtain xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s P L2,a
even
pRq. Thus, (5.13) may be rewritten
as a closed equation (6.1) for xE
lo
:
r1`MαpQqs xElopQq ´ χlopQq 34pi2 Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xElopQq
“ χ
lo
pQq RσJ,1
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
ı
pQq ` χ
lo
pQq 3
4pi2
Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ ´xEhirα, xElos¯ pQq. (6.23)
By Proposition 6.3 there exists for all 0 ă α ă α2, with α2 sufficiently small, and any r P p0, 1q a unique
solution xE
lo
P L2,a
even
pRq of (6.2):
ĂL`xElopQq “ RσJ,2rα, xElospQq, (6.24)
with the bound ›››xElo›››
L2,apRq
À α2J`2. (6.25)
By Proposition 6.1, equation (F.1) is equivalent to (6.23). By Proposition 5.3, adding together equations
(6.23) and (6.21) (with Γpqq “ xE
lo
pqq) gives equation (5.5) for
pEpQq “ zEσ,αJ pQq “ xElopQq ` xEhi ”α, xEloı pQq, pEpQq “ χBα pQq pEpQq,
r1`MαpQqs pEpQq ´ χBα pQq ˆ 12pi
˙2 Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ pEpQq “ RσJ,1 ”α, pEı pQq . (6.26)
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By Proposition 5.4, xE
lo
P L2,a
even
pRq implies that xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s P L2,a
even
pRq and therefore pE P L2,a
even
pRq.
Furthermore, by (6.22) and (6.25), we have the bound››› pE ›››
L2,apRq
À
›››xElo›››
L2,apRq
`
›››xEhirα, xElos›››
L2,apRq
À `1` α2´2r˘ ›››xElo›››
L2,apRq
`Opα8q À α2J`2, (6.27)
for 0 ă α ă α2 with α2 sufficiently small and 0 ă r ă 1. Finally, from (4.24) we have
xΦσpQq “ Jÿ
j“0
α2j χBα pQq Fj
”Ăψ1ı pQq `zEα,σJ pQq P L2,aevenpRq, (6.28)
where FjrĂψ1s “ Fj P L2,aevenpRq are given in Proposition 4.10.
To complete the proof of Proposition 4.6, we show that xΦσ is real-valued. By Proposition 4.10,
FjrĂψ1s, j “ 0, . . . , J are real-valued. It therefore suffices to show that zEα,σJ pQq is real-valued.
Recall equation (6.26) for pE “ zEα,σJ , which has inhomogeneous forcing Dσ,αrSαJ s contained in RσJ,1rα, pEs
(here, the operator Dσ,α is defined in (4.20)) . Note that since SσJ “
řJ
j“0 α2j χBα FjrĂψ1s is real-valued
and since e2mpiiσ “ ˘1 for σ P t0, 1{2u, the forcing Dσ,αrSαJ s is also real-valued. Now defineyEσ
im
pQq ” pEpQq ´ pEpQq “ 2 i Im xEσpQq. (6.29)
Subtracting the complex conjugate of equation (6.26) for pE from itself then gives the linear equation for yEim :
r1`MαpQqs yEimpQq ´ χBα pQq ˆ 12pi
˙2 Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚yEimpQq “ RσJ,diff ”α,yEimı pQq, (6.30)
Since Dσ,αrSαJ s is real-valued, RσJ,diff contains no inhomogeneous forcing term. As such, a Lyapunov-Schmidt
strategy applied to (6.30) yields, for some 0 ă r ă 1,›››{Eim,hi›››
L2,apRq
À α2´2r
›››{Eim,lo›››
L2,apRq
, (6.31)›››{Eim,lo›››
L2,apRq
À pα2 ` α2´2rq
ˆ›››{Eim,lo›››
L2,apRq
`
›››{Eim,hi›››
L2,apRq
˙
,
ðñ p1´ C rα2 ` α2´2rsq
›››{Eim,lo›››
L2,apRq
ď 0. (6.32)
Taking α small enough that 1 ´ C rα2 ` α2´2rs ą 1{2 implies that {E
im,lo
“ 0. Therefore, pE is real-valued,
which implies that xΦσ is real-valued. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.6. l
6.5. Completion of the proof of Theorem 3.1. Above we solved for, α ÞÑ zΦσ,αpQq, the discrete
Fourier transform of the on- and off-site standing waves as a function of the scaled variable Q, restricted to
the scaled Brillouin zone, B
α
“ r´pi{α, pi{αs. To complete the proof we use this to construct yφσ,αpqq, defined
on B “ r´pi, pis. From (6.28) we have
xφσpqq “ χBpqqxφσpqq “ Jÿ
j“0
α2j χBpqq Fj
”Ăψ1ı ´ q
α
¯
`zEα,σJ ´ qα¯ ,›››Fj ”Ăψ1ı ´ ¨
α
¯›››
L2,apRq
À α1{2,
›››zEα,σJ ´ ¨α¯›››L2,apRq À α2J`5{2 . (6.33)
The bounds (6.33) follow since Fj
”Ăψ1ı pQq and zEα,σJ pQq have order one L2,apRQq norm, and using the
general bound on q ÞÑ fpq{αq in L2,apRqq:›››f ´ q
α
¯ ›››2
L2,apRqq
“
ˆ
R
`
1` |q|2˘a ˇˇˇf ´ q
α
¯ ˇˇˇ2
dq ď
ˆ
R
ˆ
1` |q|
2
α2
˙a ˇˇˇ
f
´ q
α
¯ ˇˇˇ2
dq
“ α
ˆ
R
`
1` |Q|2˘a ˇˇˇf pQq ˇˇˇ2 dQ “ α }f}2L2,apRQq . (6.34)
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Next, the (2pi´ periodic in q) discrete Fourier transform of α ÞÑ tGσ,αn unPZ is zGσ,αpqq “ e´iσqzKσ,αpqq,
where
zKσ,αpqq “ ÿ
mPZ
χBpq ´ 2mpiq yφσ,αpq ´ 2mpiq e2mpiiσ, (6.35)
This implies the expansion on the Brillouin zone q P B “ r´pi, pis:
zGα,σpqq “ e´iqσ xφσpqq “ e´iqσ ˜ Jÿ
j“0
α2j χBpqq Fj
”Ăψ1ı ´ q
α
¯
`zEα,σJ ´ qα¯
¸
, q P B. (6.36)
Define
GjrĂψ1spnq “ F´1D ” Fj ”Ăψ1ı ´ qα¯ın , and Eα,J,σn ” F´1D ”e´iqσzEα,σJ ´ qα¯ın . (6.37)
Therefore, for any σ, in particular σ “ 0, 1{2,
GjrĂψ1spn´ σq “ F´1D ”e´iqσ Fj ”Ăψ1ı ´ qα¯ın . (6.38)
Applying the inverse discrete Fourier transform (1.35) to zGα,σpqq in (6.36) gives the branches of on-site
(σ “ 0) and off-site (σ “ 1{2) discrete solitary waves (3.2). We use the Plancherel identity with the bounds
(6.33) to get›››GjrĂψ1spn´ σq›››
l2pZnq
“ 1p2piq2
›››e´iqσFj ”Ăψ1ı ´ q
α
¯›››
L2pB;dqq
À
›››Fj ”Ăψ1ı ´ q
α
¯›››
L2,apRqq
À α1{2,››Eα,J,σ››
l2pZq “
1
p2piq2
›››e´iqσEα,σJ ´ qα¯›››L2pB;dqq À
›››e´iqσEα,σJ ´ qα¯›››L2,apRqq À α2J`5{2. (6.39)
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, we show that the solitary wave Gσ,αn “ F´1D rzGσ,αsn corresponds
for σ “ 0 to a real-valued, on-site symmetric solitary wave and corresponds for σ “ 1{2 to a real-valued,
off-site symmetric solitary wave. By Proposition 1.2, it suffices to show that yKσpqq is symmetric (even) and
real-valued. Proposition 4.6 gives that xΦσ P L2,a
even
pRQq is real-valued, which implies by 6.34 that its rescalingxφσ P L2,a
even
pRqq is real-valued. Since e2mpiiσ “ ˘1 for σ P t0, 1{2u, yKσ as given in (6.35) will be also be even
and real-valued. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
7. Exponential smallness of the Peierls-Nabarro barrier; Proof of Theorem 3.3 for d “ 1.
We now prove Theorem 3.3 for dimension d “ 1 in sections 7 through 7.1. Recall the definitions
N rGs “ }G}2l2pZq “
ÿ
nPZ
|Gn|2,
HrGs “
ÿ
nPZ
|Gn`1 ´Gn|2 ´ 1
2
|Gn|4 “ }δG}2l2pZq ´
1
2
|Gn|4. (7.1)
By Theorem 3.1, for α sufficiently small, there exist solutions Gα,on “ tGα,onn unPZ and Gα,off “ tGα,offn unPZ
to DNLS: ´α2Gα,σn “ ´pδ2Gqn ´ pGnq3. We shall prove that there exists a constant C ą 0 such that for α
sufficiently small,
PN Barrier for d “ 1 :
ˇˇˇˇ
N rGoff s ´N rGons
ˇˇˇˇ
À α e´C{α (7.2)ˇˇˇˇ
HrGoff s ´HrGons
ˇˇˇˇ
À α e´C{α. (7.3)
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The following identity allows us to equate the nonlinear term in H with terms involving }G}2l2pZq and }δG}2l2pZq.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose that G “ tGnunPZ solves DNLS: ´α2Gn “ ´pδ2Gqn ´ pGnq3. Then G
satisfies
α2}G}2l2pZq ` }δG}2l2pZq “
ÿ
nPZ
|Gn|4. (7.4)
Proof of Proposition 7.1: Multiplying DNLS by Gn and summing over n P Z gives the result. l
Now recall from (4.9) that
xGσpqq “ F
D
rGσs pqq “ e´iqσ yKσpqq, q P R, σ P t0, 1{2u, (7.5)
where yKσpqq is even, real-valued, and 2piσ- pseudoperiodic, and where χBpqq yKσpqq “ xφσpqq.
Next, observe that by the Plancherel identity and since xφσ is real-valued,
2pi
ˇˇˇˇ
N rGoff s ´N rGons
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 2pi
ˇˇˇˇ
}Goff}2l2pZq ´ }Gon}2l2pZq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
}yGoff}2L2pBq ´ }yGon}2L2pBq ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
}zKoff }2L2pBq ´ }yKon}2L2pBq ˇˇˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇ}yφoff }2L2pBq ´ }yφon}2L2pBq ˇˇˇˇ ď ›››yφoff `yφon›››
L2pBq
›››yφoff ´yφon›››
L2pBq
. (7.6)
Similarly, by Lemma A.1 and the Plancherel identity,
2pi
ˇˇˇˇ ˜ÿ
nPZ
|Gonm`n ´Gonn |2 ´ |Gonm`n ´Gonn |2
¸ ˇˇˇˇ
“ 2pi
ˇˇˇˇ
}δGon}2l2pZq ´ }δGoff}2l2pZq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ ››› sinpm ¨ {2q yGon›››2
L2pBq
´
››› sinpm ¨ {2q yGon›››2
L2pBq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ ››› sinpm ¨ {2q yφon›››2
L2pBq
´
››› sinpm ¨ {2q yφon›››2
L2pBq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
›››yφoff `yφon›››
L2pBq
›››yφoff ´yφon›››
L2pBq
. (7.7)
Note also since xφσpqq “ χBpqqxφσpqq “ xΦσpq{αq “ xΦσpQq ,›››yφoff ´yφon›››
L2pBq
“
›››yφoff ´yφon›››
L2pRq
“ α1{2
›››yΦoff ´yΦon›››
L2pRq
À α1{2
›››yΦoff ´yΦon›››
L2,apRq
. (7.8)
Proposition 7.1, the bound }yφoff `yφon}L2pBq À α1{2, and equations (7.6), (7.7), and (7.8) giveˇˇˇˇ
N rGoff s ´N rGons
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
HrGoff s ´HrGons
ˇˇˇˇ
À α
›››yΦoff ´yΦon›››
L2,apRq
, (7.9)
We shall prove that yΦoffpQq ´yΦonpQq is exponentially small in L2,apRq.
Proposition 7.2. Let α0 ą 0 be that prescribed in Proposition 4.6. Then for 0 ă α ă α0, there exists
a constant C ą 0 such that ›››yΦoff ´yΦon›››
L2,apRq
À e´C{α. (7.10)
We prove Proposition 7.2 in the subsequent section. Theorem 3.3 follows directly from Proposition 7.2
and (7.9). l
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7.1. Estimation of the difference yΦoff ´ yΦon. We embark on the proof of Proposition 7.2. Recall
from Proposition 4.6 that zΦσ,α P L2,apRq is well-defined, }zΦσ,α}L2,apRQq À 1, for α sufficiently small and
satisfies equation (4.20). Note that zΦσ,α is supported on B
α
“ r´piα , piα s, an interval which grows as α Ó 0.
We begin by proving a uniform decay bound for zΦσ,α.
Proposition 7.3. Let 0 ă α ă α2. Then there exist constants C1, C2 ą 0 such that zΦσ,α satisfies
}eC1|Q|zΦσ,α}L2,apRQq ď C2 }zΦσ,α}L2,apRQq.
Proof of Proposition 7.3: We apply Lemma C.2 from the appendix to equation (4.20) for zΦσ,α. To see
that the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied, it suffices to observe that
MαpQq “ 4
α2
sin2
ˆ
Qα
2
˙
ě 4
pi2
|Q|2, Q P Bα . (7.11)
and for m P t´1, 0, 1u and Q P B
α
, |Q| ď |Q´ 2mpi{α|. l
Next, we derive the equation for yΦdiff “ yΦoff ´yΦon.
Proposition 7.4. Let 0 ă α ă α0. Then yΦdiff pqq “ yΦoffpqq´yΦonpqq solves the following linear equation:
r1`MαpQqs yΦdiff pqq ´ χBα pQq 14pi2
ˆyΦoff ˚ yΦoff ˚ yΦdiff pQq
`yΦon ˚ yΦoff ˚ yΦdiff pQq `yΦon ˚yΦon ˚ yΦdiff pQq “ R
diff
”yΦoff ,yΦonı pQq, (7.12)
where the inhomogeneous right-hand side is given by
R
diff
”yΦoff ,yΦonı pQq “ ´χBα pQq 14pi2 ÿ
m“˘1
ˆ yΦoff ˚ yΦoff ˚ yΦoffpQ´ 2mpi{αq
` yΦon ˚yΦon ˚yΦonpQ´ 2mpi{αq˙, (7.13)
with ›››Rdiff ”yΦoff ,yΦonı›››
L2,apRq
À e´Cpi{α. (7.14)
Proof of Proposition 7.4 : We subtract equation (4.20) for σ “ 0 from the same equation for σ “ 1{2.
To estimate the m “ ˘1 terms in (7.13), we apply Lemma E.1 along with Proposition 7.3. This gives for
m “ ˘1, ›››χBα xΦσ ˚ xΦσ ˚ xΦσp¨ ´ 2mpi{αq›››L2,apRq À e´Cpi{α. (7.15)
which gives (7.14). l
We now use Proposition 7.4 to prove the exponential bound (7.10) on yΦdiff . We use an argument
analogous to that used in the proof of Proposition 4.6. Here, we only summarize the argument since the
details are quite familiar. Introduce
zΦdiff
lo
pqq ” χ
lo
pqq yΦdiff pqq, and zΦdiff
hi
pqq ” χ
hi
pqq yΦdiff pqq. (7.16)
Estimation of zΦdiff
hi
gives ›››yΦdiff
hi
›››
L2,apRq
À α2´2r e´C{α ` α2´2r
›››yΦdiff
lo
›››
L2,apRq
, (7.17)
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yΦdiff
lo
satisfies an inhomogeneous equation forced by χ
lo
R
diff
”yΦoff ,yΦonı which satisfies the exponential
bound (7.14). A simple bootstrap argument using (7.17) and the proved bounds on yΦoff and yΦon gives›››yΦdiff
lo
›››
L2,apRq
À e´Cpi{α, for α sufficiently small, which dominates yΦdiff . This completes the proof of Proposi-
tion 7.2. l
8. Extension of our analysis to dimensions d “ 2, 3. In Sections 4 through 7 we proved Theorems
3.1 and 3.3, concerning the bifurcation of discrete solitary waves and a bound on the PN-barrier in dimension
d “ 1. In this section, we show how to adapt the the proof to dimensions d “ 2 and d “ 3 . This will then
prove Theorem 3.2. For many of the details, we refer to the proofs in one dimension and emphasize those
aspects in which the spatial dimension, d, appears explicitly. In particular, the proof of Theorem 3.3 for
d “ 2, 3 concerning the PN-barrier bound follows Section 7 using the d-dimensional scalings of the discrete
solitary waves in this section.
We begin with a generalization of Definition 1.1, concerning the different centerings of discrete solitary
standing waves.
Definition 8.1. Let G “ tGnunPZd be a solution to equation (3.3) and let σ P t0, 1{2ud. We say that G
is σ- centered if it is symmetric about the point σ in space. That is, for each spatial component k “ 1, . . . , d,
we have Gn “ Gpkqm where mpkq “ pn1, . . . , nk ` 2σk, . . . , ndqT P Zd. Note that this definition is consistent
with its one-dimensional analogue given in Definition 1.1.
Applying the d-dimensional discrete Fourier transform to DNLS, we obtain
{DNLSrxGαspqq ” “α2 `Mpqq‰xGαpqq ´ ˆ 1
2pi
˙2d xGα ˚
1
xGα ˚
1
xGαpqq “ 0, (8.1)
xGαpq ` 2piepkqq “ xGαpqq. (8.2)
Here, epkq is the unit vector in the kth coordinate direction, qk “ epkq ¨ q and
Mpqq “ 4
dÿ
k“1
sin2pqk{2q. (8.3)
Note that xGα is periodically tiled over d-cubes of volume p2piqd in Rd.
Proposition 8.2. If G “ tGnunPZd is real and σ-centered, then pGpqq “ e´iq¨σ pKpqq, where pKpqq is real
and symmetric. Conversely, if pGpqq “ e´iq¨σ pKpqq, where pKpqq is real-valued and symmetric, then F´1
D
r pGs
is real and σ-centered. This is consistent with the one-dimensional analogue given in Proposition 1.2.
We take σ “ tσkuk“1,...,d where σk P t0, 1{2u and seek pGpqq in the formxGσpqq “ e´iσ¨q yKσpqq, yKσpqq “yKσp´qq, yKσpqq “yKσpqq, (8.4)
By Lemma A.2, the periodicity of pGpqq and (8.4) we have“
α2 `Mpqq‰ yKσpqq ´ ˆ 1
2pi
˙2d yKσ ˚
1
yKσ ˚
1
yKσpqq “ 0, q P Rd, (8.5)
yKσ ´q ` 2piepkq¯ “ e2piiσ¨epkq yKσpqq, k “ 1, . . . , d. (8.6)
The “Bloch” phase factor, e2piiσ¨epkq , in (8.6) is equal to ˘1.
Lemma 8.3. Let Apqq, defined on Rd, be 2piσ´ pseudo-periodic (condition (8.6)). Then, Apqq is
completely determined by its values on B “ r´pi, pisd and has the representation:
Apqq “
ÿ
mPZd
χBpq ´ 2mpiqApq ´ 2mpiqe2piim¨σ. l (8.7)
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By Lemma 8.3 we may express yKσpqq, for any q P Rd, explicitly in terms of its values on q P B. In
particular, we set yKσpqq “ xφσpqq for q P B, and extend xφσpqq to Rd to get:
yKσpqq ” ÿ
mPZd
χBpq ´ 2mpiq xφσpq ´ 2mpiq e2piim¨σ, and xGσpqq “ e´iσ¨q yKσpqq. (8.8)
Note that xφσpq ´ 2mpiq “ χBpq ´ 2mpiq xφσpq ´ 2mpiq is supported on tq : q P 2mpi ` Bu. Therefore,
χBpqq yKσpqq “ xφσpqq, and χBpqq xGσpqq “ e´iq¨σ xφσpqq. (8.9)
Equation (8.8) encodes the required 2pi´ periodicity of xGσpqq on all Rd, the 2piσ´ pseudo-periodicity ofyKσpqq. Furthermore, xGσpqq and yKσpqq are completely specified by xφσpqq for q P B.
With a view toward obtaining an equation determining xφσpqq for q P B, we require a lemma to simplify
the convolution terms in (8.5).
Lemma 8.4. Let pA, pB, pC be bounded 2piσ´ pseudo-periodic. Furthermore, let pC have the form:pCpqq ” ÿ
mPZd
e2piim¨σχBpq ´ 2mpiq pCpq ´ 2mpiq. (8.10)
Then
χBpqq pA ˚1 pB ˚1 pCpqq “ χBpqq ÿ
mPt´1,0,1ud
e2piim¨σ pA ˚
1
” pB ˚
1
´
χB
pC¯ı pq ´ 2mpiq. (8.11)
This lemma is a simple generalization of Lemma 4.2; the proof is nearly identical. Applying Lemma 8.4
and (8.8), we have:
Proposition 8.5. Equation (8.5) for yKσ on q P Rd is equivalent to the following equation for xφσ on
q P B:
rα2 `Mpqqs xφσpqq ´ χBpqq ˆ 12pi
˙2d ´xφσ ˚xφσ ˚xφσ¯ pqq
´ χBpqq
ˆ
1
2pi
˙2d ÿ
mPt´1,0,1ud
m‰0
e2piim¨σ
´xφσ ˚xφσ ˚xφσ¯ pq ´ 2mpiq “ 0, (8.12)
where Mpqq pGpqq “ 4řdj“1 4 sin2pqj{2q pGpqq “ yδ2Gpqq; see (8.3).
Note now that the convolutions are taken over Rd.
8.1. Rescaled equation for xφσ. In analogy with the one-dimensional case discussed in Section 1.1,
we expect
xφσpqq „ Ąψα2pqq “ α1´d Ăψ1 ´ q
α
¯
, α ! 1, (8.13)
(see Proposition 2.2). To anticipate this leading order behavior, we study (8.12) by a rescaling which will
make explicit the connection, for α Ó 0, between DNLS and the continuum (NLS) limit. With the goal of
obtaining an asymptotic expansion for xφσ as a functional of Ăψ1 in powers of α, we introduce:
Rescaled momentum: Q ” q{α, Qk “ qk{α and therefore Q P Bα “ r´pi{α, pi{αsd,
Rescaled projection: χBα pQq ” χBpQαq “ χr´ piα , piα sd pQq,
Rescaled wave: xΦσpQq ” αd´1 xφσpQαq “ αd´1 xφσpqq,
Rescaled symbol: MαpQq ” 1
α2
MpQαq “ 4
α2
dÿ
k“1
sin2
ˆ
Qkα
2
˙
. (8.14)
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The following proposition is a formulation of Proposition 4.3 in terms of functions of the rescaled quasi-
momentum, Q:
Proposition 8.6. Equation (4.5) for yKσpqq on q P R is equivalent to the following equation forxΦσpQq “ χBα pqq xΦσpQq, compactly supported on Bα “ r´pi{α, pi{αs:
Dσ,αrxΦσspQq ” r1`MαpQqs xΦσpQq ´ χBα pQqp2piqd ´ xΦσ ˚ xΦσ ˚ xΦσ ¯ pQq ` Rσ1 rxΦσspQq “ 0 , (8.15)
where Rσ1 rxΦσs contains the ˘1-sideband contributions:
Rσ1 rxΦσspQq ” ´χBα pQqp2piqd ÿ
mPt´1,0,1ud
m‰0
e2mpiiσ
´ xΦσ ˚ xΦσ ˚ xΦσ ¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq, (8.16)
and MαpQq “ 4α2
řd
j“1 sin
2pαQj2 q; see (8.14).
To prove Proposition 8.6 we need to re-express the convolutions in (8.12) in terms of xΦσpQq. For this we use
the following lemma, which is proved by change of variables and generalizes Lemma 4.5.
Lemma 8.7. Suppose that papqq “ pApQq, pbpqq “ pBpQq, and pcpqq “ pCpQq, where Q “ q{α. Then´pa ˚pb ˚ pc¯ pqq “ α2d ´ pA ˚ pB ˚ pC¯ pQq. (8.17)
Applying the rescalings (8.14) and Lemma 8.7 to (8.12) and then dividing by α3´d, we obtain (8.15). l
We will again formally Taylor expand, for α ! 1 and Q P Rd fixed,
MαpQq “ 4
α2
dÿ
k“1
sin2
ˆ
Qkα
2
˙
“ 2
dÿ
k“1
8ÿ
j“0
α2j p´1qj |Qk|2j`2
p2j ` 2q!
“
dÿ
k“1
|Qk|2 ´ α
2 |Qk|4
12
` α
4 |Qk|6
360
`O `α6 |Qk|8˘
“ |Q|2 ´
dÿ
k“1
α2 |Qk|4
12
´ α
4 |Qk|6
360
`O `α6 |Qk|8˘ . (8.18)
Using truncations of the expansion of MαpQq we shall, for any J “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , construct pΦσpQq in the form
of a finite expansion in power of α2j , j “ 0, . . . , J , with an error term of which is of order α2J`2 plus a
corrector of higher order. For each J , the polynomial expansion in α2 is independent of σ. The construction
is summarized in the following:
Proposition 8.8. Fix J ě 0, a ą 1{2, and σ P t0, 1{2ud. Then there exist a constant α0 “ α0ra, J, σs ą
0, and J mappings Fj : L
2,a
even
pRdq Ñ L2,a
even
pRdq, j “ 0, . . . , J , and a unique, real-valued function zEα,σJ P
L2,a
even
pRdq such that for all 0 ă α ă α0,
xΦσpQq “ χBα pQq Ăψ1pQq ` Jÿ
j“1
α2j χBα pQq Fj
”Ăψ1ı pQq `zEα,σJ pQq, (8.19)
solves equation (8.15) with the error bound:›››zEα,σJ ›››
L2,apRdq
À α2J`2 (8.20)
Fj , j ě 1, defined in Proposition 8.9 below, is independent of σ and α, and zEα,σJ pQq “ χBα pQq zEα,σJ pQq.
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Remark 8.1. By Proposition 8.8, since the polynomial expansion in α2 is completely determined byĂψ1pQq, xΦσpQq is completely specified once we have constructed zEα,σJ pQq for Q P Rd. And, in turn by the
rescalings Q “ q{α and xΦσpQq “ xφσpQαq “ xφσpqq, xGσpqq and yKσpqq are completely specified by zEα,σJ pq{αq
for q P Rd. Therefore, Proposition 8.8 completely characterizes xGσpqq.
The formal asymptotic analysis in Section 4.2 is easily generalized to dimension d ě 1 and L2,apRdq for
a ą d{2 using Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, and (1.41). We therefore construct and characterize Fj
”Ăψ1ı via the
following proposition, which itself is a generalization of Proposition 4.10.
Proposition 8.9. Let j ě 1. The equation for Fj at order Opα2jq, independent of α and σ, is given by
Opα2jq equation : ĂL` FjpQq “ 2 dÿ
l“1
j´1ÿ
k“0
p´1qk´j`1 |Ql|2j´2k`2 FkpQq
p2j ´ 2k ` 2q! ,
` 1p2piq2d
ÿ
k`l`z“j
0ďk,l,zăj
Fk ˚ Fl ˚ FzpQq ” Hj rF0, . . . , Fj´1s pQq, (8.21)
and has the unique solution
Fj “
´ĂL`¯´1 ˆHj rF0, . . . , Fj´1s˙ P L2,aevenpRd; dQq. (8.22)
Furthermore, Fj is real-valued and e
Cj |Q| FjpQq P L2,apRd; dQq, where Cj ” C0
`
1
2 ` 12j`1
˘ ě C02 and C0 ą 0
is as in (4.32).
The proof closely follows that of Proposition 4.10. The remainder of the proof of Proposition 8.8 follows
that of Proposition 4.6 for the 1-d case given in sections 5 and 6.
8.2. Completion of the proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 for d “ 1, 2, 3. Above we solved for,
α ÞÑzΦσ,αpQq, the discrete Fourier transform of the on- and off-site standing waves as a function of the scaled
variable Q, restricted to the scaled Brillouin zone, Bα “ r´pi{α, pi{αsd. To complete the proof we use this to
construct yφσ,αpqq, defined on B “ r´pi, pisd. From (8.19) and the scaling xφσpqq “ α1´d pΦpq{αq, we have
xφσpqq “ χBpqqxφσpqq “ Jÿ
j“0
α2j`1´d χBpqq Fj
”Ăψ1ı ´ q
α
¯
` α1´d zEα,σJ ´ qα¯ ,›››Fj ”Ăψ1ı ´ ¨
α
¯›››
L2,apRdq
À αd{2,
›››zEα,σJ ´ ¨α¯›››L2,apRdq À α2J`2`d{2 . (8.23)
The bounds (8.23) follow since Fj
”Ăψ1ı pQq and zEα,σJ pQq have order one L2,apRdQq norm, and using the
general bound on q ÞÑ fpq{αq in L2,apRdqq:›››f ´ q
α
¯ ›››2
L2,apRdqq
“
ˆ
Rd
`
1` |q|2˘a ˇˇˇf ´ q
α
¯ ˇˇˇ2
dq ď
ˆ
Rd
ˆ
1` |q|
2
α2
˙a ˇˇˇ
f
´ q
α
¯ ˇˇˇ2
dq
“ αd
ˆ
Rd
`
1` |Q|2˘a ˇˇˇf pQq ˇˇˇ2 dQ “ αd }f}2L2,apRdQq . (8.24)
Next, the (2pi´ periodic in q) discrete Fourier transform of α ÞÑ tGσ,αn unPZd is zGσ,αpqq “ e´iσ¨qzKσ,αpqq,
where
zKσ,αpqq “ ÿ
mPZd
χBpq ´ 2mpiq yφσ,αpq ´ 2mpiq e2piim¨σ, (8.25)
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This implies the expansion on the Brillouin zone q P B “ r´pi, pisd:
zGα,σpqq “ e´iq¨σ xφσpqq “ e´iq¨σ ˜ Jÿ
j“0
α2j`1´d χBpqq Fj
”Ăψ1ı ´ q
α
¯
` α1´d zEα,σJ ´ qα¯
¸
, q P B. (8.26)
Define
GjrĂψ1spnq “ α1´d F´1D ” Fj ”Ăψ1ı ´ qα¯ın , and Eα,J,σn ” α1´d F´1D ”e´iq¨σzEα,σJ ´ qα¯ın . (8.27)
Therefore, for any σ, in particular σ “ t0, 1{2ud,
GjrĂψ1spn´ σq “ F´1D ”e´iq¨σ Fj ”Ăψ1ı ´ qα¯ın . (8.28)
Applying the inverse discrete Fourier transform (1.35) to zGα,σpqq in (8.26) gives the branches of vertex-,
bond-, face-, and cell-centered discrete solitary waves (3.4). We use the Plancherel identity with the bounds
(8.23) to get›››GjrĂψ1spn´ σq›››
l2pZdnq
“ α
1´d
p2piq2
›››e´iqσFj ”Ăψ1ı ´ q
α
¯›››
L2pB;dqq
À α1´d
›››Fj ”Ăψ1ı ´ q
α
¯›››
L2,apRdqq
À α1´d{2,
››Eα,J,σ››
l2pZdq “
α1´d
p2piq2
›››e´iq¨σEα,σJ ´ qα¯›››L2pB;dqq À α1´d
›››e´iq¨σEα,σJ ´ qα¯›››L2,apRdqq À α2J`3´d{2. (8.29)
Appendix A. Properties of the Discrete Fourier Transform. In this section, we prove some
general properties of the discrete Fourier transform as defined in (1.32).
Lemma A.1. For any function u “ tununPZd P l1pZdq X l2pZdq,
zpδjuqpqq “ `eiq ´ 1˘ pupqq, (A.1)
and
zpδ2uqpqq “ F
D
rpδ2uqspqq “ ´4
dÿ
j“1
sin2pqj{2qpupqq, (A.2)
where qj is the jth component of q P Rd.
Lemma A.2. For any two functions u, v P l1pZdq X l2pZdq, and with their product given by u ¨ v “
tunvnunPZd ,
F
D
ru ¨ vspqq “ yu ¨ vpqq “ p2piq´d ppu ˚
1
pvq pqq. (A.3)
where the periodic convolution ˚1 is defined in (1.36).
Lemma A.3. Let pu and pv be L1
loc
pRdq functions. Then if C is any constant, we have´
eiCp¨qpu¯ ˚
1
´
eiCp¨qpv¯ pqq “ eiCq ppu ˚
1
pvq pqq. (A.4)
Lemma A.4. (Commutativity) For 2pi-periodic functions pu , pv P L1
loc
pRdq, we have
pu ˚
1
pvpqq “ pv ˚
1
pupqq. (A.5)
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Lemma A.5. For three functions pu, pv, pw P L1
loc
pRdq, we have
pu ˚
1
rpv ˚
1
pws pqq “ pv ˚
1
rpu ˚
1
pws pqq. (A.6)
Note that pu, pv, and pw need not be periodic.
Proof of Lemma A.5: By a simple application of Fubini’s theorem, we have
pu ˚
1
rpv ˚
1
pws pqq “ ˆ
B
ˆ
B
pupξqpvpζq pwpq ´ ξ ´ ζqdξdζ
“
ˆ
B
ˆ
B
pupξqpvpζq pwpq ´ ξ ´ ζqdζdξ “ pv ˚
1
rpu ˚
1
pws pqq. l (A.7)
Lemma A.6. Suppose that pu and pv are even functions. Then pu ˚
α
pv is also even. That is, for any
τj “ ˘1, j “ 1, . . . d, we have pu ˚α pvpτ1q1, . . . τdqdq “ pu ˚α pvpqq.
We also state here an analogous result to Lemma A.6 for standard convolutions on the line.
Corollary A.7. Suppose that pu and pv are even functions. Then pu ˚ pv is also even. That is, for any
τj “ ˘1, j “ 1, . . . d, we have pu ˚ pvpτ1ξ, . . . τdqdq “ pu ˚ pvpqq.
Appendix B. Implicit Function Theorem. In this section, we state a variant of the implicit function
theorem which is used in the proofs in Sections 4 and 8.
Theorem B.1. (Implicit Function Theorem) Assume the following hypotheses.
1. X, Y , and Z are Banach spaces.
2. The mapping
f : r0, 1s ˆX ˆ Y Ñ Z
pα, x, yq ÞÑ fpα, x, yq. (B.1)
satisfies fp0, 0, 0q “ 0 and is continuous at p0, 0, 0q.
3. For all pα, xq P r0, 1s ˆX, the mapping
y ÞÑ fpα, x, yq (B.2)
is Fre´chet differentiable which we denote Dyfpα, x, yq : Y Ñ Z. Furthermore, the mapping
pα, x, yq ÞÑ Dyfpα, x, yq (B.3)
is continuous at p0, 0, 0q.
4. Dyfp0, 0, 0q is an isomorphism of Y onto Z.
Then there exist α0, δ, κ ą 0 such that for pα, xq P r0, α0q ˆ Bδp0q, there exists a unique map y˚ : r0, α0q ˆ
Bδp0q ÞÑ Y such that y˚rα, xs is well-defined on r0, α0q ˆBδp0q and
y˚r0, 0s “ 0, }y˚rα, xs}Y ď κ, (B.4)
lim
pα,xqÑp0,0q
y˚rα, xs “ y˚r0, 0s “ 0, fpα, x, y˚rα, xsq “ 0. (B.5)
Suppose also that
5. For all pα, yq P r0, 1s ˆ Y , the mapping
x ÞÑ fpα, x, yq (B.6)
Fre´chet differentiable which we denote Dxfpα, x, yq : Y Ñ Z. Furthermore, the mapping
pα, x, yq ÞÑ Dxfpα, x, yq (B.7)
is continuous at p0, 0, 0q.
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Then Dxy˚rα, xs : X Ñ Y exists and is continuous.
Remark B.1. The proof below follows that found in [33]. However, we include the parameter α ą 0
explicitly and require only that fpα, x, zq and Dxfpα, x, yq be continuous at the origin.
Proof of Theorem B.1: Let L ” Dyfp0, 0, 0q. Observe that fpα, x, yq “ 0 is equivalent to the equation
Ly “ Ly ´ fpα, x, yq ” K1pα, x, yq, (B.8)
K1 : r0, 1s ˆX ˆ Y Ñ Z. (B.9)
Since L : Y Ñ Z is an isomorphism, it must have a bounded inverse L´1 : Z Ñ Y by the bounded inverse
theorem, such that we may define
y “ y ´ L´1fpα, x, yq “ L´1K1pα, x, yq ” K2pα, x, yq, (B.10)
K2 : r0, 1s ˆX ˆ Y Ñ Y. (B.11)
Note that
fp0, 0, 0q “ 0 ðñ K2p0, 0, 0q “ 0. (B.12)
We seek a fixed point y˚rα, xs of K2pα, x, yq. In particular, we want to show that
y P Bκp0q ÞÑ K2pα, x, yq P Bκp0q, (B.13)
is a contraction which maps the ball Bκp0q to itself for some κ ą 0.
First we show that on a subset of r0, 1s ˆX ˆ Y which is restricted sufficiently close to the origin, G2 is
contracting. That is, we may choose pα, x, y1q, pα, x, y2q P r0, 1s ˆX ˆ Y small enough such that we have
}K2pα, x, y1q ´K2pα, x, y2q}Y ď C}y1 ´ y2}Y , C ă 1. (B.14)
Observe that
K1pα, x, y1q ´K1pα, x, y2q “ Ly1 ´ Ly2 ´ fpα, x, y1q ` fpα, x, y2q
“ Lpy1 ´ y2q ´
ˆ 1
0
“
Dyf
`
α, x, ty1 ` p1´ tqy2
˘
dt
‰ py1 ´ y2q
“
ˆ 1
0
“L´Dyf`α, x, ty1 ` p1´ tqy2˘dt‰ py1 ´ y2q. (B.15)
Since Dyfpα, x, yq is continuous at p0, 0, 0q and since L “ Dyfp0, 0, 0q, for any  ą 0 we may choose some
α0, δ, κ ą 0 such that for x P Bδp0q and y1, y2 P Bκp0q, we have
}L´Dyf
`
α, x, ty1 ` p1´ tqy2
˘}YÑZ ď , (B.16)
ùñ}K2pα, x, y1q ´K2pα, x, y2q}Y ď }L´1}ZÑY }K1pα, x, y1q ´K1pα, x, y2q}Z
ď  }L´1}ZÑY }y1 ´ y2}Y . (B.17)
Thus, we choose  ď 12
`}L´1}ZÑY ˘´1 , such that }K2pα, x, y1q ´K2pα, x, y2q}Y ď 12}y1 ´ y2}Y .
Next, fix α P r0, α0q, x P Bδp0q. We seek to show that for a small enough choice of α0, δ, and κ, the map
y ÞÑ G2pα, x, yq sends the ball Bκp0q into itself, such that }y}Y ď κ and therefore }G2pα, x, yq}Y ď κ. By
the continuity of f and thus K2 at p0, 0, 0q, we may choose α0, δ small enough that
}K2pα, x, 0q ´K2p0, 0, 0q}Y ď 1
2
κ. (B.18)
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Therefore,
}K2pα, x, yq}Y ď }K2pα, x, yq ´K2pα, x, 0q}Y ` }K2pα, x, 0q}Y
“ }K2pα, x, yq ´K2pα, x, 0q}Y ` }K2pα, x, 0q ´K2p0, 0, 0q}Y
ď 1
2
}y}Y ` 1
2
κ ď κ. (B.19)
Thus, K2 : Bκp0q Ñ Bκp0q is a contraction for α P r0, α0q, x P Bδp0q, and the Banach fixed-point theorem
admits a unique fixed point y “ y˚rα, xs such that y˚r0, 0s “ 0 and
K2pα, x, y˚rα, xsq “ y˚rα, xs ðñ fpα, x, urα, xsq “ 0. (B.20)
Furthermore, by the contraction estimate }K2pα, x, y1q ´K2pα, x, y2q}Y ď 12}y1 ´ y2}Y ,
}y˚rα, xs}Y “ }K2pα, x, y˚rα, xsq}Y
ď }K2pα, x, y˚rα, xsq ´K2pα, x, 0q}Y ` }K2pα, x, 0q}Y
ď 1
2
}y˚rα, xs}Y ` }K2pα, x, 0q}Y ,
ðñ }y˚rα, xs}Y ď 2}K2pα, x, 0q}Y , (B.21)
such that the continuity of K2 at the origin implies that
lim
pα,xqÑp0,0q
y˚rα, xs “ y˚r0, 0s “ limpα,xqÑp0,0qGpα, x, 0q “ 0. l (B.22)
Appendix C. Exponential decay of solitary waves in Fourier (momentum) space. In this
section, we prove a general lemma, Lemma C.2, which is used to establish an exponential decay property for
both the continuum NLS and DNLS solitary waves in Fourier space under a certain scaling.
We prove the exponential decay of solutions to an equation of the form,
r1`MpQqs ΦpQq ` χ
A
pqq
Kÿ
k“1
Ck Φ ˚ Φ ˚ ΦpQ` τkq “ 0. (C.1)
where K ě 1 is an integer, and Ck P R, τk P Rd are constants for 1 ď k ď K, A Ă Rd and MpQq is a
continuous function which satisfies, for some constant DM ą 0,
MpQq ě DM |Q|2, and |Q| ď |Q` τk|, for Q P A. (C.2)
We shall apply our analysis of (C.1) to the following two examples:
1. The Fourier transform of continuum NLS for d “ 1, 2, 3 and frequency ω “ ´1, (2.2) :“
1` |Q|2‰ Ăψ1pQq ´ 1
4pi2
Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1pQq “ 0, Q P Rd. (C.3)
Here, K “ 1, C1 ” ´1{4pi2, τ1 ” 0, A ” Rd, and MpQq ” |Q|2.
2. The rescaled Fourier transform of DNLS localized to the Brillouin zone for d “ 1, 2, 3 (8.15) (see
also (4.20) when d “ 1):
r1`MαpQqs pΦpQq ´ χBα pQq
4pi2
ÿ
mPt´1,0,1ud
e2piiσ¨m pΦ ˚ pΦ ˚ pΦpQ´ 2mpi{αq “ 0, Q P Rd. (C.4)
Here, K “ 3d, Ck ” p´1{4pi2qe2piiσ¨mk for mk P t´1, 0, 1ud, τk ” 2mkpi{α, A ” Bα , and MpQq ”
p4{α2q sin2pQα{2q.
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Below we state and prove the weighted L2,apRdq exponential decay estimate, Lemma C.2, for solutions
of (C.1). The application of Lemma C.2 to equation (C.3) is in Proposition 2.2 and to equation (C.4) in
Proposition 7.3.
Recall from (1.41) that for a ą d{2, L2,apRdq forms an algebra with the convolution operation such that
for some constant Da ą 0, ››› pf1 ˚ pf2›››
L2,apRdq
ď Da
››› pf1›››
L2,apRdq
››› pf2›››
L2,apRdq
(C.5)
We follow an approach similar to that given in [16] and motivated by the approach to proving exponential
decay estimates in [7]. In particular, we make use of the following identity.
Lemma C.1. (Abel’s identity [38]) For any constants c1, c2 ‰ 0, we have
yÿ
x“0
ˆ
y
x
˙
px` c1qx´1 py ´ x` c2qy´x´1 “ c1 ` c2
c1c2
py ` c1 ` c2qy´1. (C.6)
We now state the general lemma which establishes the exponential decay of solutions to certain solitary
wave equations in the Fourier (momentum) variable.
Lemma C.2. Let a ą d{2, K ě 1 be an integer, and Ck P R, τk P Rd be constants for 1 ď k ď K. Let
A Ă Rd and Mpqq be a continuous function which satisfy, for some constant DM ą 0,
MpQq ě DM |Q|2, and |Q| ď |Q` τk|, for Q P A. (C.7)
Let Φ P L2,apRdq be the solution to (C.1). Then there exists a constant µ “ µ `}Φ}L2,apRdq˘ ą 0 such that›››eµ|Q| ΦpQq›››
L2,apRdQq
À }Φ}L2,apRdq . (C.8)
Proof of Lemma C.2: Our strategy is to estimate the moments |Q|j ΦpQq, j ě 0. Observe that by Taylor
expansion, for any µ ą 0,
›››eµ|Q| ΦpQq›››
L2,apRdQq
“
››››› 8ÿ
j“0
µj |Q|j
j!
ΦpQq
›››››
L2,apRdQq
ď
8ÿ
j“0
µj
j!
›› |Q|j ΦpQq ››
L2,apRdQq . (C.9)
We then have the following proposition.
Proposition C.3. There exists a constant b “ b
´
}Φ}L2,apRdq
¯
ą 0 such that Φ P L2,apRdq satisfies the
estimates ›› |Q|j ΦpQq ››
L2,apRdQq ď b
j p2j ` 1qj´1 }Φ}L2,apRdq , j P N, j ě 0. (C.10)
The proof of Proposition C.3 is found below. By Proposition C.3 and (C.9), for any µ ą 0,›››eµ|Q| ΦpQq›››
L2,apRdQq
ď }Φ}L2,apRdq
8ÿ
j“0
Aj , (C.11)
where Aj ” µjj! bj p2j ` 1qj´1. and µ is to be determined so that the sum converges. The ratio test gives
lim
jÑ8
Aj`1
Aj
“ lim
jÑ8
b µ p2j ` 3qj
pj ` 1q p2j ` 1qj´1 “ 2bµe. (C.12)
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Thus, taking µ ă 1{2be makes (C.11) convergent, completing the proof of Lemma C.2. l
Proof of Proposition C.3: Rewrite equation (C.1) as
ΦpQq “ χApQq
1`MpQq
Kÿ
k“1
Ck Φ ˚ Φ ˚ ΦpQ` τkq. (C.13)
We prove (C.10) by induction. Define
W pQq ” 1p2piq2 Φ ˚ ΦpQq. (C.14)
Let m ě 1 and multiply equation (C.13) by |Q|m to get
|Q|m ΦpQq “ χApQq |Q|
m
1`MpQq
Kÿ
k“1
Ck W ˚ ΦpQ` τkq. (C.15)
Note that (C.10) holds trivially for j “ 0. We assume for all 0 ď j ď m´ 1 that there exists a constant
b ą 0 such that (C.10) holds; this is the inductive hypothesis. We will prove that (C.10) holds for j “ m.
Observe that by the hypotheses of the lemma,
χ
A
pQq |Q|m
1`MpQq ď
χ
A
pQq |Q|m
1`DM |Q|2 “ |Q|
m´1 χApQq |Q|
1`DM |Q|2 ď |Q|
m´1 χApQq
2pDM q1{2 , (C.16)
and χ
A
pQq |Q|m´1 ď |Q` τk|m´1. (C.17)
Furthermore, the triangle inequality gives |Q|m´1 ď řm´1l“0 ˆ m´ 1l
˙
|Q ´ ξ|l |ξ|m´l´1. Combining this
with (C.15), (C.16), and (C.17), we have
|Q|m |ΦpQq| ď 1
2pDM q1{2
Kÿ
k“1
Ck |Q` τk|m´1
ˇˇˇ ˆ
Rd
W pQ´ ξqΦpξ ` τkqdξ
ˇˇˇ
ď 1
2pDM q1{2
Kÿ
k“1
Ck
m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙ `|ξ|l |W |˘ ˚ξ `|ξ|m´l´1 |Φ|˘ pQ` τkq, (C.18)
and therefore by the inductive hypothesis (C.10) (which holds for 0 ď m´ l ´ 1 ď m´ 1), we have
} |Q|m ΦpQq }L2,apRd
Q
q
ď K Da
2pDM q1{2 maxk“1,...,KtCku
m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙ ›››|ξ|l W pξq ›››
L2,apRd
ξ
q
›››|ξ|m´l´1 Φpξq ›››
L2,apRd
ξ
q
ď K Da
2pDM q1{2 maxk“1,...,KtCku
m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙
bm´l´1 r2pm´ l ´ 1q ` 1sm´l´2
¨
›››|ξ|l W pξq ›››
L2,apRd
ξ
q
}Φ}L2,apRdq . (C.19)
Next, we must estimate |ξ|l W pξq. Equation (C.14) and the triangle inequality give
|ξ|l |W pξq| ď 1p2piq2
lÿ
k“0
ˆ
l
k
˙ `|η|k|Φ|˘ ˚η `|η|l´k |Φ|˘ pξq, (C.20)
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which in turn gives, by the inductive hypothesis (C.10) (for 0 ď k ď l ď m´ 1 and 0 ď l ´ k ď m´ 1) and
Abel’s identity C.1,
›››|ξ|l W pξq›››
L2,apRd
ξ
q
ď Dap2piq2
lÿ
k“0
ˆ
l
k
˙ ›››|η|k Φpηq›››
L2,apRdηq
›››|η|l´k Φpηq›››
L2,apRdηq
ď Dap2piq2
lÿ
k“0
ˆ
l
k
˙
bk bl´k p2k ` 1qk´1 r2pl ´ kq ` 1sl´k´1 }Φ}2L2,apRdq
“ Da }Φ}
2
L2,apRdq
p2piq2 b
l
lÿ
k“0
ˆ
l
k
˙
p2k ` 1qk´1 r2pl ´ kq ` 1sl´k´1
“ Da }Φ}
2
L2,apRdq
p2piq2 b
l 2l´2
lÿ
k“0
ˆ
l
k
˙
pk ` 1{2qk´1 rl ´ k ` 1{2sl´k´1
“ Da }Φ}
2
L2,apRdq
p2piq2 b
l 2l pl ` 1ql´1 “ 2 Da b
l }Φ}2L2,apRdq
p2piq2 p2l ` 2q
l´1. (C.21)
Combining (C.21) with (C.19), along with Abel’s identity again, gives
} |Q|m ΦpQq }L2,apRd
Q
q ď
K D2a
p2piq2pDM q1{2 maxk“1,...,KtCku }Φ}
3
L2,apRdq
¨
m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙
bm´l´1 bl p2l ` 2ql´1 r2pm´ l ´ 1q ` 1sm´l´2
“ K D
2
a
p2piq2pDM q1{2 maxk“1,...,KtCku }Φ}
3
L2,apRdq b
m´1 2m´3
¨
m´1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
m´ 1
l
˙
pl ` 1ql´1 rpm´ l ´ 1q ` 1{2sm´l´2
“ K D
2
a
p2piq2pDM q1{2 maxk“1,...,KtCku }Φ}
3
L2,apRdq b
m´1 2m´3 3 pm´ 1` 3{2qm´2
“ 3K D
2
a
8pi2pDM q1{2 maxk“1,...,KtCku }Φ}
3
L2,apRdq b
m´1 p2m` 1qm´2. (C.22)
To complete the proof that (C.10) is satisfied for j “ m ě 1, we need to show that this quantity is bounded
by bmp2m` 1qm´1 }Φ}L2,apRdq . It will then follow that
}|Q|m Φpqq}L2,apRdQq ď b
mp2m` 1qm´1 }Φ}L2,apRdq . (C.23)
Condition (C.23) is satisfied for any m ě 1 if
3K D2a
8pi2pDM q1{2 maxk“1,...,KtCku }Φ}
2
L2,apRdq ď b p2m` 1q, @m ě 1. (C.24)
It suffices to satisfy (C.24) for m “ 1, which can be done by choosing b sufficiently large. This completes the
proof of Proposition C.3. l
Appendix D. Proof of Proposition 1.2. (a) Suppose that g “ tgnunPZ is on-site symmetric in the
sense of Definition 1.1. Then for all n P Z : gn “ g´n we have
pgpqq “ F
D
rgspqq “
ÿ
nPZ
e´iqngn “ g0 ` 2
8ÿ
n“1
cospqnqgn. (D.1)
Therefore, pgpqq is real-valued and symmetric in q. The converse is easy to check.
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(b) Next, suppose that g is off-site symmetric in the sense of Definition 1.1. Then for all n P Z : gn “
g´n`1, we have
pgpqq “ F
D
rgspqq “
ÿ
nPZ
e´iqngn “ 2e´iq{2
8ÿ
n“1
gn cos pqpn´ 1{2qq ” e´iq{2 pKpqq, (D.2)
where pKpqq is real and symmetric in q. Conversely, suppose pgpqq “ e´iq{2 pKpqq with pKpqq real and symmetric.
Then
gn “ F´1D rpgsn “ F´1D re´ip¨q{2 pKsn “ p2piq´1 ˆB eiqpn´1{2q pKpqqdq
“ p2piq´1
ˆ
B
eiqpn´1{2q pKp´qqdq “ ´p2piq´1 ˆ ´pi
pi
e´iqpn´1{2q pKpqqdq
“ p2piq´1
ˆ pi
´pi
e´iq{2eiqp1´nq pKpqqdq “ g´n`1 “ gn. (D.3)
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.2. l
Appendix E. Technical details in the proof of Proposition 5.4. In this section we elaborate on
the proofs of technical propositions used in Section 5.3. These technical points are used to prove Proposition
5.4, which constructs the high-frequency component of the error: pα, xE
lo
q ÞÑ xE
hi
”
α, xE
lo
ı
. To construct this
map, we solve equation (5.18) using the implicit function theorem. Propositions 5.5 and 5.6 together assert
that the hypotheses of the implicit function theorem hold. We discuss the most important elements here; all
details may be found in [23].
Proof of Proposition 5.5: We let a ą 1{2 and make extensive use of (1.41):››› rf1 ˚ rf2›››
L2,apRdq
À
››› rf1›››
L2,apRdq
››› rf2›››
L2,apRdq
. (E.1)
We also require the following lemma, stated generally since we use it in multiple sections of the proofs, which
addresses the exponential smallness of “shifted” (m “ ˘1 by our convention) convolutions of exponentially
decaying functions.
Lemma E.1. Let a ą 1{2 and let m “ ˘1. Let pf P L2,apRq and such that for C ą 0, e C|q| pfpqq P L2,apRq.
Then ›››› χBα pf ˚ pf ˚ pfpQ´ 2mpi{αq ››››
L2,apRQq
À e´Cpi{α
››› eC|Q| pf ›››3
L2,apRQq
. (E.2)
This follows by using |Q´ 2mpi{α| ď |Q´ ξ´ ζ´ 2mpi{α|` |ξ|` |ζ| to bound the exponent and (E.1) twice.
Proposition E.2. For any function pf P L2,apRq, we have››› χhi χBα r1`MαpQqs´1 pf ›››L2,apRQq À α2´2r
››› pf ›››
L2,apRq
. (E.3)
This follows from the lower bound χ
hi
pQqMαpQq ě C χhipQq |Q|2 ě Cα2r´2.
Next, we bound the individual terms of RσJ,1
”
α,Γ` xE
hi
ı
.
Proposition E.3 (High frequency residual bound). Let 0 ă r ă 1 and let the operator Dσ,α be defined
in (4.20). We have ›››χhi r1`MαpQqs´1 Dσ,αrSαJ s ›››
L2,apRQq
À e´C{α1´r . (E.4)
for some constant C ą 0.
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This follows from the exponential decay bound }χ
hi
SαJ }L2,apRq À e´C{α
1´r ››eC|Q| SαJ pQq››L2,apRQq, Lemma
E.1 and Proposition E.2.
Proposition E.4. Let R
L
“ χBαRL and RNL “ χBαRNL be as defined in (5.7). Then››› RL ”α,Γ`yEhiı ›››
L2,apRq
À } Γ }L2,apRq `
››› yEhi ›››
L2,apRq
,››› RNL ”α,Γ`yEhiı ›››
L2,apRq
À } Γ }2L2,apRq ` } Γ }L2,apRq
››› yEhi ›››
L2,apRq
`
››› yEhi ›››2
L2,apRq
` } Γ }3L2,apRq ` } Γ }2L2,apRq
››› yEhi ›››
L2,apRq
` } Γ }L2,apRq
››› yEhi ›››2
L2,apRq
`
››› yEhi ›››3
L2,apRq
. (E.5)
These bounds follow from (E.1). We now apply Propositions E.3, E.2, and E.4 to RσJ,1
”
α,Γ` xE
hi
ı
given
in (5.6) to obtain (5.21). This completes the proof of Proposition 5.5. l
Proof of Proposition 5.6: We apply Propositions 5.1 and E.2 along with (E.1) to (5.25) to get›››DyE
hi
´
Arα,Γ, xE
hi
s
¯
´ I
›››
L2,apRqÝÑL2,apRq
À α2´2r
ˆ
1` }Γ}L2,apRq ` }xEhi}L2,apRq
`}Γ}2L2,apRq ` }Γ}L2,apRq}xEhi}L2,apRq ` }xEhi}2L2,apRq˙. l (E.6)
Proof of Proposition 5.7: By Propositions 5.5 and 5.6 , we have the map xE
hi
: r0, α0q ˆ Bβ0 p0q Ñ
L2,apRq, pα,Γq ÞÑ xE
hi
rα,Γs which is the unique solution to (5.29),
xE
hi
rα,Γs pQq “ χ
hi
pQq r1`MαpQqs´1
ˆ
χBα pQq
3
4pi2
”Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ ΓpQq `Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ xEhi rα,Γs pQqı
´RσJ,1
”
α,Γ` xE
hi
rα,Γs
ı
pQq
˙
“ 0. (E.7)
We now estimate the mapping xE
hi
rα,Γs in L2,apRdq. By (5.27) and (5.28),
α P r0, α0q and } Γ }L2,apRq ď β0 ùñ
››› xEhi rα,Γs›››
L2,apRq
ď κ, (E.8)
for some constants α0, β0, κ ą 0. We apply Proposition 5.5 and (E.8) to (E.7) to get››› xEhi rα,Γs›››
L2,apRq
À e´Cαr´1 ` α2´2r
ˆ
} Γ }L2,apRq `
››› xEhi rα,Γs›››
L2,apRq
˙
. (E.9)
Since α2´2r Ñ 0 when αÑ 0 when 0 ă r ă 1, taking α sufficiently small in (E.9) yields (5.30).
Next, the differentiability of A stated in Proposition 5.6 and the implicit function theorem guarantee
that DΓ xEhirα,Γs is well-defined and given by´
DΓ xEhirα,Γs¯ pfpQq “ χhi r1`MαpQqs´1 „ 34pi2 χBα
ˆĂψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ pfpQq
`Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ !DΓ ´xEhirα,Γs¯ pf) pQq˙`DΓˆRσJ,1 ”α,Γ` xEhi rα,Γsı˙ pfpQq, (E.10)
for any pf P L2,apRq. We apply Propositions 5.1 and E.2 along with equations (E.1), (E.8), and (E.8) to
(E.10) to get (5.31). This completes the proof of Proposition 5.7. l
Appendix F. Estimates on the low frequency equation. We reduce the system (5.14) and (5.13)
to equation (6.2),
ĂL`xElopQq “ RσJ,2rα, xElospQq. (F.1)
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for the low frequency components. Here, RσJ,2rα, xElos is given in (6.10) by
RσJ,2
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq “ χ
lo
pQq RσJ,1
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
ı
pQq `R
pert
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq
“ χ
lo
pQq
ˆ
Dσ,αrSαJ spQq `RσL
”
α, χ
lo
xE
lo
ı
pQq `Rσ
L
”
α, xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
ı
pQq
`Rσ
NL
”
α, xE
lo
` xE
hi
rα, xE
lo
s
ı
pQq
˙
`Rpert
”
α, xE
lo
ı
pQq. (F.2)
where Rσ
L
and Rσ
NL
are defined in (5.7) and Rpert is defined in (6.8). Here, we have used the linearity of R
σ
L
in its second argument. We have also used that χ
hi
xE
lo
“ 0, which is a direct consequence of (F.1).
In order to apply the implicit function theorem to (F.1), we require the estimates on RσJ,2rα, xElos which
are given in (6.3) and (6.4). In sections F.1 and F.2, we prove these bounds. We provide the essential steps;
the full details are in [23].
F.1. Some tools for estimates on the low frequency equation, (6.2). To establish the properties
of RσJ,2 given in Proposition 6.1, we require a number of general tools. . Recall that χhipQq “ 1 ´ χlopQq,
where χ
lo
pQq ” χr´αr´1,αr´1spQq and 0 ă r ă 1. The next four lemmata will be used to bound RσJ,2.
Lemma F.1. For any function pf P L2,a´2pRq such that |Q|´2 pfpQq P L2,apRQq , we have››› pf›››
L2,a´2pRq
À
›››|Q|´2 pf ›››
L2,apRQq
. (F.3)
Lemma F.2. For any function pf P L2,apRq, we have››› χhi pf ›››
L2,a´2pRq
À α2´2r } pf}L2,apRq. (F.4)
This follows from Lemma F.1 and χ
hi
|Q|´2 ď α2´2r.
Lemma F.3. Let 0 ă r ă 1. For any function pg P L2,apRq, we have›››› χlo “ |Q|2 ´MαpQq ‰ pg ››››
L2,a´2pRQq
À α2r } pg }L2,apRq . (F.5)
To prove Lemma F.3, note that Taylor expansion of MαpQq gives
|Q|2 ´MαpQq “ 2
8ÿ
j“1
α2j p´1qj |Q|2j`2
p2j ` 2q! . (F.6)
Since χ
lo
pQq |Q| ď αr´1, it follows that
χ
lo
pQq |Q|´2 ˇˇ |Q|2 ´MαpQq ˇˇ “ 2χlopQq 8ÿ
j“1
α2j |Q|2j
p2j ` 2q! ď 2 α
2r
˜ 8ÿ
j“1
α2rpj´1q
p2j ` 2q!
¸
À α2r. (F.7)
Lemma F.1 now gives›› χ
lo
pQq “ |Q|2 ´MαpQq ‰ pgpQq››L2,a´2pRQq À ›› χlopQq |Q|´2 “ |Q|2 ´MαpQq ‰ pgpQq››L2,apRQq
À α2r } pg }L2,apRq . (F.8)
Lemma F.4. Suppose that pf1 P L2,apRq and there exists C ą 0 such that eC|Q| pf1pQq P L2,apRQq. Then
for all pf2, pf3 P L2,apRq, we have››› χBα pf1 ›››L2,apRq À e´Cpi{α ››› eC|Q| pf1pQq›››L2,apRQq , (F.9)›››› ´χBα pf1¯ ˚ pf2 ˚ pf3
››››
L2,a´2pRq
À e´Cpi{α
››› eC|Q| pf1pQq›››
L2,apRQq
››› pf2›››
L2,apRq
››› pf3›››
L2,apRq
. (F.10)
where χBα
pQq “ χt|Q|ąpi{αu .
Here, we used } pf}L2,a´2pRq ď } pf}L2,apRq.
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F.2. Analysis of RσJ,2 and derivation of estimates (6.3) and (6.4). To bound RσJ,2 : RˆL2,apRq ÞÑ
L2,a´2pRq, we use the following estimates from Proposition 5.4, valid for α ă α0:›››xEhi ”α, xEloı›››
L2,apRq
À α2´2r }xE
lo
}L2,apRq ` e´C{α1´r , (F.11)››› DyE
lo
xE
hi
”
α, xE
lo
ı ›››
L2,apRqÑL2,apRq
À α2´2r . (F.12)
For any pf P L2,apRq, a direct computation using (F.2) and the linearity of Rσ
L
and R
pert
in their second
argument gives
DzE
lo
RσJ,2rα,yElo s pfpQq “ χlopQq RσL ”α, χlo pfı pQq
` χlopQq RσL
”
α,
´
DzE
lo
yEhi rα,yElo s¯ pfı pQq `Rpert ”α, pfı pQq
`DzE
lo
´
χlo R
σ
NL
”
α,yElo `yEhi rα,yElo sı¯ pfpQq. (F.13)
Here,
DzE
lo
´
χlo R
σ
NL
”
α,yElo `yEhi rα,yElo sı¯ pfpQq “χlopQq ˆ 12pi
˙2 1ÿ
m“´1
e2mpiiσ
„
6 SαJ ˚ zEα,σJ ˚ pfpQ´ 2mpi{αq
` 3 yElo ˚yElo ˚ pfpQ´ 2mpi{αq
` 6 SαJ ˚yElo ˚ ´DzE
lo
yEhi rα,yElo s ¨ pf¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq
` 3 yElo ˚yElo ˚ ´DzE
lo
yEhi rα,yElo s ¨ pf¯ pQ´ 2mpi{αq. (F.14)
We proceed to bound the terms in (F.2) and (F.13). We will often use } pf}L2,a´2pRq ď } pf}L2,apRq without
explicitly stating it.
Proposition F.5. Let Rpertrα, pf s be as defined in (6.8), 0 ă r ă 1, and 0 ă α ă α0. Then forpf P L2,apRq, ››› Rpert ”α, pfı ›››
L2,a´2pRq
À `α2r ` α2´2r˘ ››› pf ›››
L2,apRq
. (F.15)
To prove this proposition, we apply Lemmata F.2 and F.3.
Proposition F.6. Let 0 ă r ă 1. Let Rσ
L
be defined in (5.7) and let pf P L2,apRq. Then there exists
some α0 such that for 0 ă α ă α0, we have for some C ą 0››› χlo RσL ”α, χlo pfı ›››
L2,a´2pRq
À α2´2r
››› pf ›››
L2,apRq
, (F.16)››› χlo RσL ”α, pfı›››
L2,a´2pRq
À
››› pf ›››
L2,apRq
. (F.17)
To obtain estimate (F.17), we apply (E.1). To obtain estimate (F.16), we first observe that
SαJ ˚ SαJ ˚ pfpQq ´ Ăψ1 ˚Ăψ1 ˚ pfpQq „ α2
in L2,apRq, since SαJ “ χBα Ăψ1 `Opα2q and using Lemma F.4.
The essential difficulty in this estimate is due to terms of the form χ
lo
pQq SαJ ˚ SαJ ˚
´
χ
lo
pf¯ pQ` 2pi{αq.
The difficulty lies in the fact that we do not have a uniform decay estimate on pf , but require the bound
(F.16) to be small in α in order to apply the implicit function theorem to equation (6.2) (see the hypotheses
of Lemma 6.2). We therefore use the localization of Q and xE
lo
along with the decay of SαJ .
Observe that for any Q, ξ, ζ P R satisfying |Q| ď αr´1 and |ξ` ζ´Q´2pi{α| ď αr´1, we have, for choice
of αr ď pi{2 and any C ą 0,
ξ ` ζ ´Q´ 2pi
α
ě ´αr´1 ùñ ξ ` ζ ě 1
α
p2pi ´ αrq `Q ě 2
α
ppi ´ αrq ě pi
α
ùñ 1 “ e´C|ξ`ζ|eC|ξ`ζ| ď e´Cpi{α eC|ξ| eC|ζ|. (F.18)
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We may therefore writeˇˇˇˇ
χ
lo
pQq SαJ ˚ SαJ ˚
´
χ
lo
xE
lo
¯
pQ` 2pi{αq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˆ
R
ˆ
R
χ
lo
pQq χ
lo
pQ´ ξ ´ ζ ´ 2mpi{αq |SαJ pξq| |SαJ pζq| |xElopQ´ ξ ´ ζ ´ 2mpi{αq| dξ dζ
ď e´Cpi{α
ˆ
R
ˆ
R
eC|ξ| |SαJ pξq| eC|ζ| |SαJ pζq| |xElopQ´ ξ ´ ζ ´ 2mpi{αq| dξ dζ, (F.19)
and in turn, using Proposition 5.1 (
››eC|Q| SαJ pQq ››L2,apRQq À 1) and (E.1),››› χlopQq SαJ ˚ SαJ ˚ xElopQ` 2pi{αq ›››
L2,a´2pRQq
À e´Cpi{α
››› xElo ›››
L2,apRq
. (F.20)
Proposition F.7. Let 0 ă r ă 1. Let Rσ
NL
be defined in (5.7) and recall its derivative given in (F.14).
Then there exists α0, C ą 0 such that for 0 ă α ă α0,
››› χlo RσNL ”α,yElo `yEhi rα,yElo sı ›››
L2,a´2pRq
À e´C{α1´r ` e´C{α1´r
››› yElo ›››
L2,apRq
`
››› yElo ›››2
L2,apRq
`
››› yElo ›››3
L2,apRq
, (F.21)››› DzE
lo
´
χlo R
σ
NL
”
α,yElo `yEhi rα,yElo sı¯ ›››
L2,apRqÑL2,a´2pRq
À e´C{α1´r
`
››› yElo ›››
L2,apRq
`
››› yElo ›››2
L2,apRq
. (F.22)
This follows from (E.1) and estimates (F.11) and (F.12).
Proposition F.8. Let Dσ,α be defined in (4.20). Then there exists some α0 such that for 0 ă r ă 1
and 0 ă α ă α0, we have
} χ
lo
Dσ,αrSαJ s }L2,a´2pRq À α2J`2. (F.23)
To prove this proposition, we utilize the asymptotic construction of Fj and therefore S
α
J given in Proposition
4.10. Write
SαJ pQq “
Jÿ
j“0
α2j χBα pQq FjpQq “
Jÿ
j“0
α2j
´
1´ χBα pQq
¯
FjpQq ” SαfullpQq ´ SαtailpQq. (F.24)
Since Sα
tail
pQq “ χBα pQqSαtailpQq, all terms involving SαtailpQq may be estimated using Lemma F.4. We are
then left with the terms only involving Sα
J,full
, to which we apply our formal expansion from Proposition 4.10:
R
full
rαspQq ” χ
lo
pQq
˜
´r1`MαpQqs SαJ,fullpQq `
ˆ
1
2pi
˙2
Sα
J,full
˚ Sα
J,full
˚ Sα
J,full
pQq
¸
. (F.25)
We expand
MαpQq “ 4
α2
sin2
ˆ
Qα
2
˙
“ 2
8ÿ
j“0
α2j p´1qj |Q|2j`2
p2j ` 2q! , and S
α
J,full
pQq ”
Jÿ
j“0
α2j FjpQq, (F.26)
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such that by the construction in Proposition 4.10, (F.25) becomes
R
full
rαspQq “ χ
lo
pQq
¨˚
˚˝2 8ÿ
j“J`1
α2j p´1qj`1 |Q|2j`2
p2j ` 2q! S
α
J,full
pQq `
3Jÿ
j“J`1
α2j
p2piq2
ÿ
k`l`m“j
0ďk,l,măj
pfk ˚ pfl ˚ xfmpQq‹˛‹‚
“ χ
lo
pQq α2J`2
ˆ
2
8ÿ
j“J`1
α2j´2J´2 p´1qj`1 |Q|2j`2
p2j ` 2q! S
α
J,full
pQq
` 1p2piq2
3Jÿ
j“J`1
α2j´2J´2
ÿ
k`l`m“j
0ďk,l,mďJ
pfk ˚ pfl ˚ xfmpQq˙. (F.27)
We use (E.1) to estimate the convolutions to be À 1 in L2,apRq. Similarly, we write the remaining infinite
summation term as
2 χ
lo
pQq
8ÿ
j“J`1
α2j´2J´2 p´1qj`1 |Q|2j`2
p2j ` 2q! S
α
J,full
pQq
“ 2 χ
lo
pQq
8ÿ
j“J`1
α2j´2J´2 p´1qj`1 |Q|2j´2J´2
p2j ` 2q! |Q|
2J`4 Sα
J,full
pQq. (F.28)
which is we see is also À 1 in L2,apRq since ›› |Q|2J`4 S
J,full
pQq››
L2,apRQq À
›› eCS |Q| S
J,full
pQq ››
L2,apRQq À 1
and since χ
lo
pQq|Q| ď αr´1,
χ
lo
pQq
ˇˇˇˇ 8ÿ
j“J`1
α2j´2J´2 p´1qj`1 |Q|2j´2J´2
p2j ` 2q!
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
8ÿ
j“0
α2j χ
lo
pQq |Q|2j
p2J ` 2j ` 4q! À
8ÿ
j“0
α2jr
p2J ` 2j ` 4q! À 1. (F.29)
Therefore, }R
full
rαs}L2,apRq À α2J`2.
We now apply Propositions F.5, F.6, and F.7 and estimates (F.11) and (F.12) to (F.2) and (F.13). This
implies estimates (6.3) and (6.4) in Proposition 6.1.
Appendix G. Proof of estimate 6.14. We prove estimate 6.14 in order to complete the proof of
Lemma 6.2, where we follow a more detailed proof of the implicit function theorem as found in [33]. We
solve for f “ f rαs P L2,a
even
pRq in Lemma 6.2 directly to get the estimate. We define the operators
J rα, f spqq ” Lfpqq ´Rrα, f spqq, (G.1)
Krα, f spqq ” fpqq ´ L´1J rα, f spqq “ L´1 pLfpqq ´ J rα, f spqqq . (G.2)
First, observe that Krα, f s is a contraction on f P B
2Cγ1pαqp0q, since for two functions f1, f2 P L2,aevenpRq, with}f1} ď 2Cγ1pαq and }f2} ď 2Cγ1pαq, we have
Krf1, αspqq ´Krf2, αspqq “ L´1
„
L
ˆ
f1pqq ´ f2pqq
˙
´
ˆ
J rf1, αspqq ` J rf2, αspqq
˙
“ L´1
„
L
ˆ
f1pqq ´ f2pqq
˙
´
ˆˆ 1
0
DfJ rtf1 ` p1´ tqf2, αs dt
˙ˆ
f1pqq ´ f2pqq
˙
“ L´1
„ˆ 1
0
L´DfJ rtf1 ` p1´ tqf2, αs dt
ˆ
f1pqq ´ f2pqq
˙
“ L´1
„ˆ 1
0
DfR rtf1 ` p1´ tqf2, αs dt
ˆ
f1pqq ´ f2pqq
˙
, (G.3)
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and in turn by the hypothesis (6.12),
}Krf1, αspqq ´Krf2, αspqq}L2,apRq
ď }L´1}L2,a´2pRqÞÑL2,apRq}DfRrf1 ` f2, αs}L2,apRqÞÑL2,a´2pRq}f1 ´ f2}L2,apRq
ď C
”
γ2pαq ` }f1}L2,apRq ` }f2}L2,apRq ` }f1}2L2,apRq ` }f2}2L2,apRq
ı
}f1 ´ f2}L2,apRq
ď C “γ2pαq ` 4γ1pαq ` 4γ1pαq2‰ }f1 ´ f2}L2,apRq. (G.4)
Thus, K is a contraction for α sufficiently small on the ball of radius 2Cγ1pαq in L2,aevenpRq.
Next, observe that by (G.4) and (6.11),
}Krα, f s}L2,apRq “ }Krα, f s ´Kr0, αs `Kr0, αs}L2,apRq
ď }Krα, f s ´Kr0, αs}L2,apRq ` }Kr0, αs}L2,apRq
“ }Krα, f s ´Kr0, αs}L2,apRq ` }Rr0, αs}L2,apRq
ď Cγ1pαq ` C
“
γ2pαq ` 4γ1pαq ` 4γ1pαq2
‰ }f}L2,apRq
ď C “γ1pαq ` 2γ1pαqγ2pαq ` 8γ1pαq2 ` 8γ1pαq3‰ ď 2Cγ1pαq. (G.5)
for α sufficiently small, so K is a contraction which maps the ball of radius 2Cγ1pαq to itself. Thus, we
guarantee by the contraction mapping principle that the unique solution f to Lemma 6.2 exists in the ball
of size 2Cγ1pαq in L2,aevenpRq such that }f}L2,apRq ď 2Cγ1pαq. l
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